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THE TRANSVERSAL
COMPETENCE
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM
SOLVING

Theoretical
Article

Keywords
collaborative problem solving
learning
critical thinking
JEL Classification
J24
Abstract
The importance of collaborative problem-solving in the workplace is increasing as societies and
workplaces become increasingly knowledge dependent. Collaborative problem solving requires that the
people combine their resources and their strategies in order to reach a common goal. The assumption here
is that collaboration is essential because the task is too complex for a person to work through it alone. It
may be that different people possess different information; different expertise and experience that they can
bring to the problem space in order to jointly share the knowledge, experience and strategies in order to
solve a particular problem. So combining resources is important. So too is the knowledge and the kinds of
skills that each person possesses. So we would argue that collaborative problem-solving has these two main
components. The collaborative, sharing or social aspects and the knowledge, strategic, problem-solving or
cognitive aspects.
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top 3 obstacles to teaching key competences.
Investment in modernizing learning spaces so that
they enable diversified and interactive learning is
therefore important.

What are the capabilities that have been identified
and defined as transversal competences? One view
is that any skills that are essential for navigating
life could be classed as transversal competences.
This does not mean that many familiar skills of the
20th and preceding centuries are no longer needed.
But there are new skills emerging as increasingly
important. Competence encompasses the quality
and transferability of that action over time and
context. No one performs a skill at the same level
every time. No one operates at their maximum all
the time.

2. Key principles for teaching key competences
effectively
Gordon (et al, 2009) talk about key competences, in
eight steps:
Firstly, teaching should be task-based. Learners
should develop key competences through active,
authentic, collaborative tasks based on problemsolving. Problems should be complex and with
multiple solutions, allowing students to produce the
solution in a variety of forms.
Secondly, teaching should be interdisciplinary: that
is, taught through contexts that combine several
subject areas.
Thirdly, learning should be both collaborative and
individualised: Learners must collaborate to
develop social and communicative competences,
but also be able to act autonomously and selfmanage.
Fourthly teaching needs to be both learner- and
teacher-led. For example, while project-based
learning encourages pupils to be active and
responsible for their own learning, activities need
to be supported by guidance and explicit instruction
from the teacher where relevant. In particular,
learners need support to develop their ability to
learn independently; also known as the „learning to
learn‟ competence, which we looked at earlier in
this module.
Fifthly, teaching and learning where possible
should be technologically innovative: Involving the
pedagogical use of ICT and mobile technology can
really enhance students‟ digital competence, as
well as an array of other competences.
The sixth principle is that teaching and learning of
key competences should take place both inside and
outside of school. A learning environment does not
have to be classroom based; it can be outdoors or
even virtual. Teaching should harness the potential
of extra-curricular activities and after school
programmes, paying closer attention to how
learners apply their informal and non-formal
learning to what they learn in class.
The seventh teaching principle is that teachers
should collaborate with the wider community
including the social, cultural and business sectors to
create more opportunities for real world learning.
Lastly, the teaching of key competences requires
teachers to pay closer attention to the social and
emotional aspects of learning, including the quality
of relationships between and among teachers and
learners. This is important as researchers have
argued that supporting learners‟ social and
emotional needs stimulates well-rounded growth in
learners, which forms a basis for the development
of the full range of key competences. A

1. Key points on teaching key competences
Traditional classroom environments are often not
the most appropriate context for the effective
development of key competences. The key
competence approach, with its emphasis on the
application of knowledge in real world situations
represents a significant departure from traditional
content-based approaches where subjects are taught
and assessed discretely. The main recommended
approach to teaching key competences is through
the provision of interactive learning environments
in which learners can engage in practical, inquirybased tasks. These environments present openended problems and challenges to be solved
through debate, experimentation, exploration and
creativity. Educational research by Dewey and
Vygotsky promoting a social and constructivist
approach to learning emphasizes the importance of
competence development within a social learning
context, where learners are engaged in active
learning in real life situations. Simulating real
world contexts has three main purposes: it can
motivate learners more than traditional approaches,
learners are more likely to remember concepts they
discover on their own, and it provides a meaningful
context for problem-based learning. Project-based
learning is a particularly well suited method for the
development of pupils‟ competences, as several
key competences can be addressed simultaneously
in a cross-curricular manner.
In summary, teaching key competences involve a
greater emphasis on interactive learning
environments, allowing students to work in teams
on multidisciplinary topics, benefit from
technology enhanced learning, and have the mental,
physical, social and emotional space to collaborate
on solving problems
The teachers and students in the Finnish school, for
example, are part of a school which understands
the importance of interactive learning environments
for fostering competence development, and are also
lucky enough to have access to financial resources
to make this possible. Across Europe, however, a
recent online survey found that teachers and head
teachers alike rated insufficient financial resources
for changing learning environments as one of the
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personalized approach to learning has been
endorsed by the new Maltese Core Curriculum
Programme, which targets low ability learners at
risk of failure, during the last 3 years of
compulsory education, between the ages of 13 and
16. Students following the new competence-based
Core Curriculum Programme are accompanied by a
mentor who follows their progress and is
responsible for the students‟ holistic development
and overall wellbeing.

categories. First, individuals need to be able to use
a wide range of tools for interacting effectively
with others and the environment. They need both
physical tools such as information technology and
socio-cultural ones such as the use of language.
They need to understand these tools well enough to
adapt them for their own purposes. Second, in an
increasingly networked and interdependent world,
individuals need to be able to engage with others.
Third, individuals need to take responsibility for
managing their own lives through situating
themselves in the broader social context.
The project Partnerships 21 took as their mission to
catalyse US K12 education for the 21st century.
Essentially they endorse the "fusing" of traditional
academic disciplines with skills including critical
thinking,
communication,
creativity,
and
collaboration - the 3Rs with the 4Cs; these are
contextualised within life and career skills, and
technology and media skills.
Each of the approaches to understanding
transversal competences and how they fit with our
notions of education and the function it serves,
emphasises skills that diverge from modern
traditional notions of academic disciplines. They all
actually identify enabling skills - skills that we
need to navigate with through our global society.
They converge on a common set of transversal
competences - collaboration, communication, ICT
literacy, and social and/or cultural competencies;
and most of them include creativity, critical
thinking, productivity and problem-solving.

3. Competence/ transversal competences in
world
One point view is represented by the ATC21S
(America) project. It began in 2009 and one of the
first questions was to do with the definition and
framework and because technology had made
changes to the workplace and life styles, new skills
were needed as well as new emphases on older
skills. In order to deal with this a symposium held
at the end of the AERA conference in San Diego
recommended four sets of skills be recognised as
essential for adjustments to the effect of technology
on life, learning and work. The skills (Table 1)
were identified as those which would enable people
to demonstrate new ways of thinking, ways of
working, tools for working and living in the world
that had emerged as a result of technology.
Two initiatives indicate that the concerns began in
the 20th century – those undertaken by UNESCO
and PISA. The Delors‟ Report (1996) marked the
beginning of UNESCO's 21st century competence
learning discourse - with learning to know, learning
to do, learning to be, and learning to live together forming the four pillars of learning. These four
pillars are more complex than appears and shift the
discussion somewhat to a philosophical level.
Learning to know includes developing the faculties
of memory, reasoning and problem solving; it presupposes learning to learn and could usefully be
extended to the concept of knowledge building.
This perspective does not presume that knowledge
is fixed. Learning to do implies acquisition of
complex skills, but also refers to developing an
aptitude for teamwork and initiative, and a
readiness to take risks. Learning to live together is
the pillar UNESCO emphasizes more than any
other. It refers to developing an understanding of
others as well as highlighting the reality that if we
are to understand others, we must first know
ourselves. Learning to be is founded on the
fundamental principle that education needs to
contribute to the all-round development of each
individual. This pillar deals with what it is to be
human, comprehended by intellectual, moral,
cultural and physical .
The OECD's (2012) position, developed within the
DeSeCo Project - Definition and Selection of
Competencies - has a focus on key competencies and classifying these competencies in three broad

4. Collaborative problem solving skills
Collaborative problem solving is a complex skill
requiring both social and cognitive competencies. It
was rationalised by the ATC 21S project team as a
composite skill arising from the links between
critical thinking, problem solving, decision making
and collaboration.
The term “collaborative
Problem Solving” was adopted from the work of
O‟Neill (2014) and from counselling in the work of
Green (2004). Hesse et al (2015) conceptualised
collaborative problem solving as consisting of five
broad strands - participation, perspective taking,
social and task regulation, and knowledge building
and we will return to these in detail. These strands
have been used as the framework for the
development and field testing of scenario-based
tasks designed to elicit collaborative problem
solving skills. Collaborative problem solving is a
set of skills that we need to rely on when the
capacities or resources of just one person are not
sufficient to solve the problem. We need to learn
how to combine different resources and skills when
faced with complex problems. The OECD has also
adopted these approaches, with a slightly different
interpretation and conceptual framework and will
assess collaborative problem solving in 2015 PISA
study.
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The challenge for teachers in scaffolding student
learning in collaborative problem solving, is to
identify students‟ emerging skills and provide the
right support at the right time at the right level.
Teachers‟ assessment practices have to adjust and
move from generating summative information
about past performance, or as comparison of one
student with others, toward assessment that helps
them find the starting point for instruction and
ways in which they can tailor their teaching to
students learning social and cognitive skills
associated with collaborative problem-solving. This
is the heart of formative assessment (Table 2).

6. Collaborative problem-solving in the ATC21S
study
In the ATC21S study, problem-solving was seen as
a series of steps leading towards hypothesis testing
and collaborative testing of ideas:
1.
The first step is where each of the
individuals within the collaborative team explores
the problem space and identifies the elements and
aspects of it. They might record their observations
individually at this stage.
2.
The next step involves students collecting
and sharing information about problem elements
and how they link together. In this process the
students are identifying and collating the total
amount of information about the problem by
sharing information about observations and
collaborating and defining the problem space.
3.
Discussion then centres on whether there
are patterns and links between elements of the
problem, both within and across the areas of
observation available to each of the participants.
4.
Once the connections are identified, the
discussion and collaboration begin to formulate
rules or contingencies associated with actions and
observations. These need to be shared across the
participants‟ observation space. The discussion
follows the “if… then” paradigm.
5.
By a process of observation and collecting
data about the link between actions and
observations, the collaborators then begin to
formulate rules or contingencies. These lead to
generalisations so that the collaborators can
conclude that every time a particular action takes
place a particular consequence is observed. At this
point they move from inductive to deductive
reasoning in the hierarchy of problem solving
skills.
6.
At the highest ATC21S level of
performance, students reflect on the kind of
conclusions that are drawn from the information
about exceptions to the generalisations. At this
point the students are testing hypotheses by
challenging generalisations. They address the issue
with such expressions as "what if…"

5. The nature of collaborative problem solving
The primary distinction between problem-solving
by an individual and collaborative problem-solving
is its social nature - the need for communication,
exchange of ideas, shared identification of the
problem and its elements, and negotiated
agreement on connections between problem
elements and relationships between actions and
their effects. Collaborative problem-solving makes
each of these steps observable, as they must be
shared with a partner or other members of a group
if a solution is to be successfully identified. These
steps can be described as follows (Binkley et all,
2012):
1.
A problem state must be jointly
recognised, and collaborators must identify and
agree on which elements of the problem each can
control or monitor.
2.
A representation of the problem must be
shared.
3.
Collaborators need to agree on a plan of
action, including management of resources.
4.
Plans must be executed, which may
require a coordinated effort by collaborators acting
together or in sequence.
5.
Progress towards a solution must be
monitored, different options evaluated, plans
reformulated if necessary, and collaborators must
decide on how to proceed in the face of positive or
negative feedback.
This approach to problem-solving has been
described in the literature since 1973, when Polya
formalised it as a way to solve mathematics
problems. It has since been adopted in the maths
and science related problem solving tests of the
OECD‟s PISA international studies. ATC21S has
taken the view that this might not be appropriate
for collaborative problem-solving in areas broader
than mathematics and science. Collaborative
problem solving can incorporate social and
historical problems as well as mathematics and
science, for instance. Table 3 provides a summary
comparison of the different approaches taken to
problem-solving and collaborative problem-solving
by Polya‟s (1973) approach, the OECD‟s PISA
studies, and ATC21S.

7. Conclusion
Collaborative problem solving is therefore defined
as a joint activity where two or more people work
together to contribute knowledge, skills, materials
and procedures and move through a series of
cognitive states that involve collection and analysis
of information and the formulation of hypotheses
that they jointly set out to test.
There has been, and possibly will continue to be, a
debate about the nature of collaborative problem
solving, methods defining it and the concern that
measuring it might distort its nature. In the
ATC21S (Care, Griffin, 2015) project collaborative
problem-solving was measured by developing
algorithms that monitored and logged the kinds of
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activities and communications that a pair of
students shared when they were jointly setting out
to solve a problem.
We explored a different approach to assessment.
Traditionally when collaborative teams undertake
assessment tasks, problem based learning projects,
or investigations in the classroom, the assessment
focuses on the outcome of the team effort. We now
examine how we can identify individual skill
development and their contribution to the overall
team result. This is what makes the measurements
of collaborative problem-solving different from
almost every other problem solving group, or
collaborative learning approach. The second thing
that makes it different is that it is technology-based.
Just reviewing a couple of simple examples of two
people working their way through a particular
collaborative problem solution it becomes evident
that an observer gets lost in the complex
interactions and activities of the participants.
The medium of delivery of the task or project can
be face-to-face or through technology. With
technology there is a range of ways in which the
students can collaborate. This can be across
different countries, classrooms and it does not
matter if they are physically separated by time,
location, page, opportunity or subject knowledge.
What is required is that the students can
simultaneously access the tasks and interact with
one another via the Internet to explore potential
procedures and strategies that would help them
solve a complex problem. The essential aspect of
the collaborative problem-solving task or a
collaborative problem based learning project is that
each participant in the group possesses or controls
unique knowledge, expertise, experience, materials
or objects that are essential to the completion of the
task, the project or the problem solution. Without
every individual contributing their specific resource
project cannot be completed; problem cannot be
solved; the task cannot be done. Collaborative
problem-solving demands that every participant
contributes to the work of the group and is able to
understand and explain to their collaborators their
role and the importance of their contribution to the
solution of the task.
So it is clear that collaborative problem-solving
relies upon at least two areas of skill. The students
working together must have the capacity and skills
that enable them to work collaboratively and to
share their knowledge, expertise and suggestions of
strategy. They must also have the cognitive skills
that enable them to understand the problem and
analyse its tasks and specific requirements. In
addition the student will need to have the cognitive
skills that will enable them to assemble
information;
build
their
expertise
and
understanding of the problem; link their shared
understandings to particular procedures that will
enable them to make progress in reaching the

problem solution and to be able to identify patterns
and strategies that can help understand connections
and contingencies that will eventually enable them
to make generalizable suggestions to each other
about problem solution and to test those
generalisations in the form of hypothesis testing.
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Table 1. The KSAVE Framework for ATC21S
Ways of thinking
Creativity and innovation
Critical thinking, problem
solving, decision making
Learning to learn and
meta cognition

Ways of working
communication
Collaboration and teamwork

Tools for working
Information literacy
ICT literacy

Living in the real world
Citizenship, local and global
Life and career

Learning to learn and meta
cognition

Personal
and
responsability

social

Table 2. Comparisons of organisations defining transversal competences ( or c21 skills)
ATC21S
Ways of thinking:
creativity and
innovation
Ways of working:
communication
collaboration

UNESCO
Learning to
know

OECD

Learning to
do

Tools for working:
information
literacy,
ICT literacy

Learning to
do

Living in the world:
citizenship, life and
career personal and
social responsability

Learning to
be
Learning to
live
together

Binkley et al.

Delors et
al.

Interact in
heterogeneous groups:
relate well to
others,cooperate,
work in teams, manage
and resolve conflicts
Use tools interactively:
use language, symbols,
and texts interactively,
use knowledge and
information
interactively, use
technology interactively
Act autonomously; act
within the big picture
form and conduct life
plans and personal
projects, defend and
asser rights, interests,
limits and needs
OECD 2005

P21
Learning and innovation:
creativity,critical
thinking,problem solving
communication collaboration

European Commission
Learning to learn

Information media and
technology:information
literacy, media literacy, ICT
literacy

mathematical, science
and technology
competences, digital
competence

Life and career:
flexibility and adaptability,
initiative and self-direction,
social and cross cultural skills,
productivity and accountability
leadership, responsabillity

social and civic
competences, initiative
and entrepreneurship,
cultural awareness and
expression

www.21.org

Gordon et al.

communication in
mother tongue and
foreign languages

Table 3. Comparisons of approaches to problem-solving and collaborative problem-solving.
Polya 1973

PISA 2003/2012

ATC21S

Understand the problem

Explore and understand

Devise a plan

Represent and formulate

Collect and share information about the collaborator
and the task
Check links and relationships , organise
and
categorize information

Carry out the plan

Plan and execute

Rule use: set up procedures and strategies to solve
the problem using an “If, then..” process

Look back and check

Monitor and reflect

Test hypotheses using a “what if” process and check
process and solutions
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CUSTOMER DATA ANALYSIS
MODEL USING BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE TOOLS

Case studies

Keywords
Customer Analysis
Business Intelligence
Use Cases Diagram
Logical Data Model
Star Schema
Process Modelling
JEL Classification
O10; O20; O30
Abstract
This article presents a customer data analysis model using business intelligence tools for data modelling,
transforming, data visualization and dynamic reports building. Economic organizational customer’s
analysis is made based on the information from the transactional systems of the organization. The
paper presents how to develop the data model starting for the data that companies have inside their
own operational systems. Their own data can be transformed into useful information about customers
using business intelligence tool. For a mature market, knowing the information inside the data and
making forecast for strategic decision become more important. Business Intelligence tools are used in
business organizations as support for decision making.
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static and can be changed based on parameters
values selections, those dashboards are called
dynamic. In businesses it is very often used
because the information came from different
sources and the volume of data is huge. Dynamic
Dashboards are preferred by intermediate level of
managers for giving a quick image of their business
segment. For example in figure 4 there is presented
an example of dynamic dashboard.

Introduction
Business Intelligence tools refer to those software
applications designed to retrieve, analyse or report
data. There are included in business intelligence
tools a wide kind of applications: spreadsheets,
visual analytics, querying software, data mining
software, and data warehousing software or
decision support software. A business intelligence
platform brings together different kind of business
intelligence tools which have the final scope to
support decision making at all levels in the
economic organisation.
Modern Business Intelligence platform should
provide an end-to-end infrastructure, solutions and
technologies that support the following issues:
information integration, master data management,
data warehousing, BI tools. A business intelligence
platform includes the four levels described in figure
1: operational systems level from which the data is
collected, staging level for extracting, loading and
transformation of data for modelling in data
warehouse. The last level is represented by
business intelligence tools used for decision
making. In figure 1 there is presented the business
intelligence platform structure.
Data Mining means predicting the future based on
analysing information from their own systems.
Data Mining is made on large sets of data from
different data sources and include four stages
Exploration, Model building and validation;
Deployment, Reports preparation.
Data Mining could be made using data from
staging level or from the data warehouse directly.
In figure 2 data mining stages are presented.
Examples for Data Mining Business Intelligence
tools are SAS Enterprise Miner, IBM SPSS, and
Business Analytics for Information Builders. Data
Mining could be made also without these tools.
Looking for what is inside the data is a beautiful
and difficult job.

1. Interactive Visual Analysis
Interactive Visual Analysis (IVA) is a new part of
business intelligence tool. The interactive visual
analysis appears as a need for analysing highdimensional data that has a large number of data
points. Simple graphing reports without interactive
techniques give an insufficient understanding of
what is inside the data. Using interactive visual
analysis the user correlated views and iteratively
selected and examined features. The objective of
analysis is to obtain knowledge which is not
apparent from ordinary report. For Interactive
Visual Analysis it is important the perceptive and
cognitive capabilities of humans who use it. This is
necessary in order to extract knowledge from large
and complex datasets...Figure 5 presents an
example of using interactive visual analysis
business intelligence tool.
Business intelligence tools are very useful for large
companies. As example, the Telecom Market is
very dynamic. Companies are looking for solutions
to take advantage in this difficult competition. The
analysis of what is inside the data from systems
like traffic, sales, accounting become more
important. The data from operational systems
contain information about the client and how to
keep this client, how to offer solutions for giving a
better price or a better service. Also, it gives ideas
to decision makers on how to improve
communication with the client, how to improve
network qualities and so on. In this paper the author
presents a model of data analysis of a customer.

Self Service Reports
Self-service business intelligence means that
business users can create their own reports without
IT department help. Usually this is possible after
the staging level. The data is organized using
OLAP technology, on Data warehouse level. For
example the Business Objects universes is a
business representation of organization's data that
helps end users accessing data autonomously using
common business terms and it isolates business
users from the technical details of the databases
where source data is stored. In figure 3 there is
presented a self service business intelligence tool.

2. Data Analysis Model
In the first chapter the general context of business
intelligence was presented. This article aims to
present a model of making a business analysis
using business intelligence tools. In this article
there are used all the things learned from books
Data Warehouse Project Management - Adelman
& Moss (2004), Data Warehousing and Mining,
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications Wang (2010) and The Data Warehouse Toolkit,
The Complete Guide to Dimensional Modelling,
Second Edition – Kimball (2004).
The customer data analysis model starts with
analyzing which elements impact customers’
behavior. First, it is clearly understood that to
become a company’s client, the actor has to sign a
contract. The contract is a result of an offer made

Dynamic Dashboards
A way to organize together and manage multiple
charts regarding the same subject of interests is on
dashboards. If the information in dashboards is not
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by a company. To support the offers the company
has her own costs and stocks of products. The
company gives to the client, on the offer base,
services and/or products. Using the company’s
services the client makes voice calls, traffic on
internet, content usage, transactions. All this traffic
is made using the company’s network. If the client
needs assistance from the company he has to
interact using Interactions services (like IVR,
Customer Care calls) or using Care Services for
problems with devices. All this elements are
presented using the use case diagram in figure 6.
The use cases diagram helps understanding what
are the elements which determine customer’s
behaviour. This is important for understanding
which data needs to be modelled in order to
developed dynamic reports necessary for customer
analysis. In a telecom company, information from
customers comes from different data sources as:
operational systems for customer’s traffic,
operational systems for contracts, invoices, and
online systems. The data from operational systems
are loaded in Data Warehouses. An example is
presented in Figure 7.
All the information from operational systems need
to be modeled in order to make possible the
customer data analysis.
After business process understanding, the logical
business model must be developed. Logical model
is necessary for understanding how data will be
modeled. For customer analysis the logical model
is discussed with the business owner and the
sponsors of customer analysis project. The analysis
is made by business analyst. For customer analysis
the logical model is presented in figure 8.
Based on logical Model it is obvious now the large
kind of analysis which can be made on customer. In
Table1 there are some examples.
Customer Analysis per Traffic and Customer Type
is possible if the Data Warehouse contains
information about traffic and customers. Next we
will define the steps to implement traffic events in
Data Warehouse. This will be made in four steps:
ETL stage, Data Marts, Universes Building, and
Data Presentation in Dynamic Reports.
In ETL Stage Data of Operational Systems are
Extract, Load and Transformed for Data
Warehouse. Operational systems involved in traffic
events are described in figure 9.
The traffic CDR's must be loaded in Data
Warehouse. The ETL is made with a special tool.
One tool that can be used is Informatics. Data
loading workflow for traffic CDR’s from
operational systems presented is described in fig.
10.
After data loading in stage, the data will be
modeled for data mart. Based on Data Mart there
can be constructed cubes for OLAP analysis (base
for data mining). The Data Mart model based on
information in traffic CDR’s is presented in fig. 11.

The business needs for reporting are reflected in the
star schema and also in data dimensions tables. In
figure 12 there are presented a Data Mart Traffic
Dimension Tables.
The data modeled in Data Mart can be used with an
OLAP business intelligence tool for Dynamic
Reports Building. One example is SAP Business
Objects InfoView. The Information is presented in
dimensions and measures. We have one example
presented in the figure 13.
Using the data modeled in universes, users can
develop selfservices reports. They can select
information from traffic dimensions and correlate
with customer’s information. This is made to
analyze customer’s behavior by traffic components.
All the elements presented in logical model needs
to be modeled in Data Warehouses and presented in
universes. The modelling process will be made
following the steps presented in this paper. In this
way the final users will have all the elements for a
complete analysis of customer’s behavior.
3. Conclusions
The analysis of what is inside the data is the base
for sales forecast. Also, the future offers, services
and products are based on these dynamic reports.
The importance of analyzing the own data about
personal customers is very important to telecom
companies and it is easy to make using business
intelligence tools. In this paper I presented a brief
overview on how to model the data from
operational systems in order to help the final users
to develop self-service and dynamic reports.
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Tables
Kind of Analysis Type
1

Customer Analysis per traffic and customer type

2

Customer with Smartphones Data Traffic Analysis

3

Smartphone Sales per channel distribution

4

Traffic analysis per acquisition channel

5

Geographical repartition of customer per volume of data used
and product type

6

Offers and contract type evolution in period per channel
Table 1. Some Possible Customer Analysis

Figures

Figure 1. Business Intelligence Platform

,
Figure 2. Data Mining Stages, Source http://www.statsoft.com/
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Figure 3. Example of Self Service Report, Source http://datawarehouse4u.info/

Figure 4. Example of Dynamic Dashboard, Source http://kb.tableau.com/articles/knowledgebase

Figure 5. Example of Interactive Visual Analysis, Source http://blog.activestrategy.com/performancemanagement-software-blog/
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Figure 6. USE CASES DIAGRAM for Customer Analysis
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Figure 7. Data Warehouse Inputs
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Logical Model
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Figure 8. Logical Model for Customer Analysis
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Figure 10 . Traffic ETL Stage Workflow

Product Segment

…

Figure 11 . Traffic Star Schema Data Mart
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Product

ID Product
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Figure 12 . Traffic Data Mart Dimension Tables

Figure 13 . SAP for Universes Building
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Abstract
In recent decades, technology and especially communication and information technology
revolutionized all relevant fields in society. In this context of technological developments explosion, special
education enjoys great interest as well, regarding the impact of technology on increasing the quality life and
activities of people with disability and this fact comes handy to the techniques used by specialists. This
study presents the analysis on theoretical perspectives in the practical matrix of technology in order to
produce added value, something that is beneficial to both, people with disability and society, that can
make use of their activity. Family and society need longer periods of time for the activity of children with
disability that is why we are aware that techniques and modern technology should not be neglected as these
can increase efficient recuperation and education in such situations.
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conceiving public opinion senzitivity and thus,
leading to taking actions ( World Health
Organization- Bucharest, 2012, p.5).
In recent years two predominant models
explaining the concept of disability have been
proposed: the medical and social one. The medical
model has been dominating and it still does in its
area of action, being a construct, a paradigm that
sees disability as a problem of the individual as a
consequence of a disease. In order to help the
individual, those involved try to heal through
physical and behavioural individual treatments.
Therefore, the final goal is the adaptation of the
individual to his environment and ’’naming”
medical care for him. In response to the needs
generated by this model another conceptual model
has been designed, the social one. From this
perspective, disability is seen as a socially created
problem, a model that supports ’’complex
integretation of the individual in society” (World
Health Organization- Bucharest, 2012, p.18).
In this theoretical frame, disability is not a
characteristic of the individual, but the result of
several factors interacting in a social context. The
management of such a situation entails the
responsibility of all those involved and it can be
observed in attitude and ideology. CIF is based on
the integration of the two models so as to promote
an efficient and coherent vision regarding
disabilities and their possible consequences.
As a consequence, approaching
disability does not focus on the individual or the
resulted process as a consequence of environment
factors with the personal and biological ones.
Environment factors consist of: 1. Products and
technologies; 2. Natural environment and changes
brought by humans upon the environment; 3.
Support and relationships; 4. Attitudes; 5. Services
systems and politics (World Health OrganizationBucharest, 2012).

INTRODUCTION
Special education and educational
inclusion represent one of the most investigated
and controversial themes in the last two decades
(Vrăsmaș, 2015). Even though at times
professionists are anchored in traditional
approaches when it comes to the concept of
disability with a direct impact upon actions carried
out, the analysis in specialty literature appeals to
approaching the concept from a scientifical
practical point of view and in accordance with
human rights.
Making a selection approach, the
implementation of practices based on scientific
evidence requires physical, mental and material
efforts. How well prepared professors are and their
availability along with the contexts in which they
develop their activity can facilitate or hinder
learning situations that lead to optimal results.
Despite the fact that lately special education in our
country has made great progress from multiple
points of view, the present analysis in specialty
literature identifies a significant gap, approximately
25 years, in comparison with other European
countries (Gherguț, 2011).
Therefore, the study at hand does not intend to go
through all the data in the vast specialty literature,
but to present an analytical synthesis of conclusions
and directions summarized in some up to date
publications.
The analysis is made from a practical
perspective and is submitted to future debates
meant to increase the standards of educational
services in learning offered to students with
disability. The emphasis falls on methods of
overcoming the activities and participation barriers
with the help of assistive technology on children
with severe learning disabilities and as a landmark
in conceptual analysis subscribes the perspective of
the
World
Health Organization
through
International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health of Children and Young
People (CIF-CT).

Research questions
In the analysis environment factors were taken into
account and priority was given to the part referring
to products and technologies. In order to identify
ensuring methods of participation in different
school activities for pupils with severe learning
disabilities from several perspectives such as role,
relevence and added value; the importance of
assistive technology in learning progress is
analyzed. Thus, the reseach questions are the
following:
1.
Are there any differencies between
projecting learning activities in a traditional manner
and the inclusion of assistive technology in the
learning process of pupils with severe disabilities?
2.
What is the drawback and action
directions at a global scale regarding the use of
assistive technology in the learning process of
pupils with severe disabilities?

The disability concept from CIF perspective
After identifying numerous deficiencies from a
conceptual and methodological point of view
regarding health, functioning and disability, World
Health
Organization
creates
International
Classification of Functioning (CIF), Disability and
Health for Children and Young People (CIF0-CT)
that is based on practical and philosophical
considerations. CIF incorporates Standard rules
regarding the equalization of opportunities for
people with disability and it is considered an
implementing tool of human rights at an
international level and mandated through national
legislation. CIF can be applied as a statistical tool,
a clinical investigation instrument, social policy
and as an educational intrument in the realm of
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maintain and improve functional capacities of
pupils (Beck, 2002).

Theoretical Considerations
Specialty literature analyzes and exemplifies ways
in which technology contributes to increasing the
dependence level in the learning process of
children with disability, thus increasing the
productivity level of the educational act. Also,
ways through which assistive technology (AT) acts
are considered, specifically when it comes to: a)
maximizing independence and maximizing the
implication in school activities; b) implication in
classroom
conversations;
c)
facilitating
communication with equals, with teachers and
allow access to diverse educational options; d)
participation to diverse learning experiences that
would not be possible in other ways, etc (Lancioni
& Nirbhay , 2014).
Moreover, in some states among quality standards
of special education it is mentioned the
accreditation / certification of professors in regards
to technological competences and intervention
strategies ( Edyburn & Gardner, 1999).
In order to emphasize even more the relationship
between special education and technology, USA
has elaborated a law (AT Act, 2004) that places in
an official context this way of intervention on
people with disability in order to minimize
functional deterioration, maintaining a reasonable
level of functioning according to particular needs
and reaching an optimal level of functioning in
existential
areas
(AT
Act
2004:
http://atto.buffalo.edu/registered/ATBasics/Foundat
ion/Laws/atlegislation.php).

Severe learning disabilities
The field of learning disabilities covers all the
problems that arise in growing up and learning.
Together with the easy or false difficulties,
transient learning difficulties, specific learning
difficulties represent a problem category that is
usually ignored in school for all children. These
disorders are considered to be specific to learning
as the main adapting process. From this
perspective, specific learning difficulties manifest
in school, but also outside the school. Severe
disability is a permanent one that cannot be
corrected, but can be compensated (Vrășmas,
2007). There are a lot of definitions for learning
disabilities, however we will go with the one used
in England.
Learning disabilities are given by the following
criteria:
Significant affectation of intellectual
functioning
Significant affectation of social and
adaptive functioning
Debut before adulthood and that remains
for the rest of the life (Professional Affairs Board
of The British Psychological Society, 2000)
This definition is according to international
disease classification system ICD-10 (World
Health Organization’s International Classification
of Disease). The term started to be used in England
in order to replace the notion of mental
handicapped which is considered to be offensive
and it does not fit in the new non-category
orientation of the last decade. Despite all this, a lot
of people when referring to learning disabilities
prefer to use the term learning difficulties, the
terms being interchangeable when used in medical
or social assistance context. Also, the British
educational system uses the term learning
difficulties also in the case of specific difficulties
such as dyslexia and that does not imply a
significant affectation of the intellectual
functioning. At the same time, they classify
learning difficulties as light, severe and profound
(Professional Affairs Board of The British
Psychological Society, 2000).

What is assistive technology(AT)?
Assistive technology is represented by any item,
piece of equipment, product or software meant to
increase, maintain or improve the functional
capacity. Technological assistive services refer to
those assistance services of persons in the process
of selections, acquisition and use of one of the
technological items (Technology - Related
Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of
1988 ( Public Low 100-407); Public Low 100-407).
Assistive technology provides support for persons
that are confronting with difficulties when it comes
to sensory, motion, cognitive and / or linguistic
diversity. Assistive technology allows or improves
the participation of children and adults in common
activities such as talking, writing, listening, seeing,
eating, moving from one place to another in the
house and in the community, using the phone,
opening or closing doors, turning on or off lights.
This entails a series of devices from low tech to
high tech.
High tech systems refer to software and hardware
components. Low tech communication systems are
not electronic. For example, communication boards
with icons, alarm communication, markers /
phosphorescent indices, etc. in the classroom,
assistive technology can be used to increase,

Assistive technology and teaching design
In the light of last decade, modifications when all
the fields have undergone real transformations as a
result of technological revolution, special education
seems to benefit from a major impact due to the
development of brand new technologies (Rose,
Hasselbring, Stahl, & Zabala, 2005). It is already
known that assistive technology brings benefits for
pupils with disability. In order to establish the
extent and conditions in which assistive technology
generates added value, different global organization
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appeal to legislative and political notions and to
practices that indentify the factors involved in
facilitating progress in learning activities, mediated
by assistive technology (Beck, 2002).
According to children’s needs, assistive
technology seems to have the appreciation of the
agents involved in special education (Crealock &
Sitko, 1990; Hebert & Murdock, 1994; MacArthur
& Haynes, 1995; MacArthur, Haynes, Malouf,
Harris, & Owings, 1990; Raskind & Higgins, 1999;
van Daal & Reitsma, 1993; von Tetzchner, Rogne,
& Lilleeng, 1997; Xin & Rieth, 2001; apud Rose
and others, 2005). In accordance with the data
referring to the role of assistive technology in
learning process specialty literature proposes the
concept of universal design in learning, a concept
that appeals to appreciation and criticism in equal
measure (Bowser & Reed, 2000; Hitchcock &
Stahl, 2003; apud Rose, 2002).
Universal design in learning assumes conceiving a
strategy to facilitate learning for all pupils and
assistive technology represents the means through
which objectives can be achieved. Assistive
technology has the purpose to eliminate as much as
possible the barriers of traditional learning and
their interaction seem to generate a higher level of
efficiency ( Rose & Meyer, 2002; Miiller &
Tschantz, 2003; apud. Rose & al., 2005).
The concept of universal design in learning
emphasizes the learning context and its purpose. It
does not provide information about patterns in the
learning process, but the ways in which abilities
can be promoted and acquisitions involved in the
learning process. Even though ensuring space and
teaching materials are essential in the learning
process, these are not sufficient. Success comes
from combining pedagogic material: techniques,
methods, sketches and processes are incorporated
in classroom and curriculum and are accessible and
can support progress in learning. Reference
framework in universal design in learning relies on
the neuroscience of learning and on three key
principles of pedagogy: means of representing
information, means of expressing of knowledge
and means of engaging in learning ( Rose & Meyer,
2002; apud. Rose & al., 2005).

communication. It may include strategies,
techniques, devices or different items that support
communication.
The efficiency of using AAC has been a study
subject in different researches meant to identify the
added value that might be produced. One study
referring to the extent of how useful AAC is,
analyzes 40 published articles over seven years
time. The conclusions of the study reveal a certain
level of efficiency; however the authors are
reluctant in enunciating predictions and could not
generalize results (Snell, Chen, & Hoover, 2006).
Another two recent published papers: Assistive
technologies for people with diverse abilities and
Aided
Augumentative
Communication
for
Individual with Autism Spectrum Disordes
approach the efficiency of assistive technology.
The first paper makes quantitative analysis of
published articles from the category of disability
perspective and the latter analyzes AAC efficiency
only for persons who are diagnosed with autistic
spectrum disorders. Both publications present
similar conclusions with the above mentioned
(Lancioni & Nirbhay , 2014; Ganz, 2014).
Even though issues worthy of significant
improvements are analyzed it is obvious the
increasingly high interest referring to initiation and
ongoing of depth procedures research in this area
being (Sansosti F. J., 2015; Ganz, 2014; Hansen,
Blakely, Dolata & Tracy Raulston, 2014; Heath,
Ganz, Parker, Burke, & Ninci, 2015; Lancioni &
Singh, 2014; Tullis, Cannella-Malone, & Payne,
2015; Spooner, Knight, Browder, & Smith, 2012;
Spooner, Knight, Browder, & Smith, 2012;
Edyburn, 2001).
Discussion and conclusions
Education for everybody represents an education
according to which acceptance, inclusion and
implication, as well as the participation of all pupils
represents the basic principle of didactic activities.
Ensuring access to learning process, valuing
personal contribution, eliminating discrimination
and valuing diversity represent basic requirements
in promoting an inclusive educational context.
Time, rhyme and the quantity of knowledge may
differ from one individual to another, but beyond
these aspects that belong to particularities,
education is meant to ensure added value in the
process of functional development.
Changing perspective and promoting diversity as a
human condition, active involvement of all people
in society, regardless of their particularities in order
to increase quality life and implicitly of well being
are globally promoted objectives. In the light of
fulfilling these objectives, special education
becomes part of effective education, actions within
this sphere being the subject of numerous
researches that have taken place in recent years.
Despite all these, indentifying scientific tested

Assistive
technology
and
augmentative
alternative communication
Alternative and augmentative communication
(AAC) represents a part of assistive technology
used for temporary and permanent compensation
for severe affectation when it comes to expressive
communication (American Speech-LanguageHearing
Association,
1989
from
http://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/SP200700283.pdf).
Alternative
and
augmentative
communications are based on behavioral principles
that are applied to all people. AAC is a term that
entails any system that is meant to facilitate
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ways are way far of being elucidated and efforts in
this sense are constantly and imperatively
requested. Identifying practices based on scientific
evidence is not an easy task or easily at hand for
those that interact daily with pupils with disability
be it in general public classrooms or special
classrooms.
Specialty literature presents a few empirical studies
that demonstrate valid educational strategies that
support pupils using assisted technology. In that
sense, the majority of authors insist on generating
more research that look into different strategies to
present diverse experimental designs. Even though
the research is fragile it presents obvious
advantages of using assistive technology, but also
barriers in efficient implementation: inadequate
qualification and negative attitude of individuals
that work in special education; insufficient funds
for equipment; inadequate evaluation of children
and poor planning of IP-s. The success of a plan
implementation relies on elements such as analysis,
implementation and team cohesion, components
evaluation or parents’ implication in the recoveryoptimization process (McGregor & Pachuski,
1996).
The study results support the use of assistive
technologies in learning process as these are
considered an important means in education.
Ensuring learning conditions and participation for
pupils with disability can be facilitated through
inclusion of assistive technology within didactic
project. In a world in which nothing remains
untouched by new technologies, special education
seems to take full advantage of these valuable tools
be it educational software that help the professors
or products such as communication books, visual
schedules or instructional maps.
Thus, assistive technology plays an important role
in compensation-recovery process, role that is
specified and supported by the World Health
Organization. The relevance of using assistive
technology results from the way in which this
technology helps reaching a fictional target for
increasing life quality for vulnerable individuals.
Based on individual needs in particular cases,
assistive technology can bring added value to the
educational process through curriculum flexibility.
For instance, the use of augmentative and
alternative means of communication in the case of
preverbal pupils and other severe disorders in
communication, pupils that cannot manage to
express themselves verbally.
Without doubt, standards referring to life quality
have increased in any activity field and technology
represents an important aspect in ensuring these
standards. We do not send letters, we communicate
via e-mail, it is not compulsory to go to a certain
place when we can video call etc.; all these
possibilities are identified according to the needs
that we have. As with daily situations, the context

of special education is up to date with global
tendencies and faces more and more coherent
current challenges through considering assistive
technology as an important part in optimal
development of pupils with severe disabilities in
learning.
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Abstract
Kindergarten, as education and training system, constitutes the first stage of the national system
of education. Looking closely at the course and its development, we can say that it fulfill different roles,
namely: social roles, educational, instructive-educational, cultural, etc. When we talk about kindergarten
we are referring directly to all the activities in this institution, based on integrating children and reaching
their physical and psychological preparation for school. Regarding the integration of the child in
kindergarten, we need a detailed knowledge of all aspects that characterize the age of three, obtaining this
way the integration as smooth and enjoyable, especially going through this stage of education.
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the age of three years old, Corbin, presents the
following:

he can not return to the place or stop
suddenly or quickly;

he can make a jump of 40-60 cm;

he can climb stairs by alternating feet, can
jump on one leg using essentially a series of
irregular jumps with some additional variations.
(Corbin, 1973).

Contextual Analysis
"Teachers, you know kids." (JJ Rousseau)
Childhood is the most important stage of human
life. The period with most acquisitions, acquisitions
necessary for the harmonious development, the
child will go in life.
"Kindergarten is the first institution dealing with
institutional child extent, the aspirations,
motivations and its possibilities. It’s living
environment suitable for child development just
gone through before kindergarten; It contributes to
vocational,moral and behavioral training of the
child; here and now lay the foundations of
scientific and moral thought,the premises of written
language are aquiring, the child’s images are
dyfersifying and enriching, fundamental and
necessary acquisitions for its fulfillment as a person
and personality. "(Golu, 2009, p.16-17).
Preschool period is the period of greatest
responsiveness, mobility and mental possibilities,
the range of many developments and acquisitions
in all fields of knowledge and development. Now is
the time where personalities can be shaped and
formed. Also now the following behaviors are
forming: moral, social, cultural, entertaining,
emotional, etc.
During this time, the child crosses the main area of
physical and psychological discomfort due mainly
to environmental change (just normal family
environment). Regarding the main needs, we
identify the following major changes: physiological
needs, sleep, nutrition. The three years old child,
which comes directly from the family environment,
needs help for integrating successfully into
kindergarten.

► Development Artistic - In 1970, Rhoda
Kellogg examined over 1 million drawings made
by children. She discovered a universal sequence of
changes that reflect the maturation of the brain and
muscles. At 3 years, children draw shapes, but then
combine them together (4-5) to enrich the
drawings. This ability is represented there at 3
years, but gradually it develops. Kellogg's opinion,
this sequence of development occurs under the
internal processes of the child, now the adult does
not have to engage in interpretation because it
would stifle creativity and energy.
►Development of language and vocabulary.
At three years, an ordinary child knows
and can use between 900-1000 words (Owens.
1996). Most children speak good, fluent, use plural
and singular forms, use personal pronouns, but do
not speak correctly, from a grammatical point of
view. Any riddle, rhyme or educational language
game fascinates him. Although, he can’t wait to be
corrected when an adult tells him, it is highly
unlikely to stop using the expression wrong
(teaches the new / better). Constantly, he’s looking
to make himself understood, he will repeat many
times until he manages to transmit what he wants.
He is able to relate to a simple image.

1.

But who is the three years old child?
"Three years old chilr is a small
personality. He has a history, knowledge and own
experiences. Centers of interest, however, revolve
specifically around him, the home - whose king is,
slightly - and around those who live with him
"(Bacus, 2012, p.2).

►The character and personality
The three years old child is anxious to
please their parents. The child plays more alone,he
laughs by himself at his games. Although he
understood that there are boys and girls, knowing
his genre, he plays with both categories without
distinction or preference. The three years old child
is very focused on himself, it is very difficult to
understand that not all people around him agree
with him, so most times he cries, he suffers when
he is not understood. He tries as much as possible
by repeating words to make himself understood.
Also now the feeling of afraid of the dark, of the
villains (cartoon or stories) of people who had been
described as bad appears.

►Physical development: the child has a height of
90-60 cm on average, between 13 and 16 kg weight
(Papalia, Olds, Feldman, 2010; Bacus, 2012).
He starts gradually to keep balance, maybe even hit
a ball to go right on a line or go back (this action
amuses him very much).
Motor skills: development of all areas of
sensory and motor cortex allows celebration, as
Papalia, Olds and Feldman stated, a better
coordination between what can be done and what
will kids do. (Papalia, Olds, Feldman, 2010).
Throughout preschool, the child is progressing
greatly in terms of gross motor skills, such as
running and jumping, but entry into kindergarten at

►Intellectual development–The three years old
child is situated, as described by Jean Piaget, in the
preoperational
stage
of
psycho-intellectual
development characterized by imitation and
symbolic representations. This stage focuses on
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increasing children's ability to use symbols, helping
them to operate with objects and things and to
communicate about them. This period is crossed by
egomaniac, the child failed to identify specific
differences.
At this age, the child is fascinated by all
that is colorful. When a story is read to him he
wants to see the image. (representations are
shaped). He likes books of stories illustrating
drawings, likes all the photo albums in the house.
His favorite stories are about animals, phenomens,
except those that are illustrating stories with
people. He's happy to put himself in the skin of
animals from fairy tales, he goes to play the full
content of the story. He is able to count to five or to
ten, but he is not able to count two, three
objects.He did not report the number to the amount.
He retains 1 to 2 verses from a poem, but he does it
for the long term. In the construction of a puzzle,
he needs fewer parts and large to be able to form
the whole. Most children, when they start
kindergarten, they do not retain the name of all
colleagues, they associate only one name for each
child. Within the educational activities, to acquire
new knowledge, he perceives them as activities
they and their mother do at home. Mother's role is
vital in terms of activitiy continuity. Most times he
completes an activity just to show mom the result /
work.

him in discussions with colleagues or toys, meant
to shorten the period of time until the coming of
parents, through indirect conversations with his
mother (using role playing at 3 years).He acts as he
pleases in the desired direction, achieving
emotional-affective orientation, acting in adult
relations system and the purpose for their activities.
Through the game, the little preschooler will show
a slightly emotional gap, here we mean the
awareness of the place that it occupies in his
family, that he is adult, that’s why he will strive to
become an adult.
The role play helps the child to integrate / adapt
affectively, emotionally, due to loading different
messages sent through the game. Often what is not
happening in real life (mother coming to
kindergarten), imaginary, through the game, he
finds the solution. Through role-playing, the little
child finds, even for a few minutes, understanding
for the desires and the desired help.
Educators, have the task to consistently encourage
them in such games, due to the positive impact this
game has on child development in different fields
of development: cognitive, socio-affective,
emotional,
language
and
communication,
attitudinal. The educator will provide more
inspiration in terms of the role play themes, studies
have shown that through these games experience
will enrich the child's life.
We can say that the game has a very important role
in terms of adaptation, integration and learning in
kindergarten. Motivational development of the
child makes, through game, accessible the link
between education/exterior characters and child.

►The game and favorite toys– he likes all the
toys that have wheels. He usually has a favorite toy
that he can not break up with, but this did not
prevent him to steal the colleague’s toy.
The game accompanies the child
everywhere, it will be the link between work at
home and that of kindergarten, it will ease the
adjustment to kindergarten in terms of wellbeing.
The small child is trying to give life to things
around him, seize everything it touches, everything
that enters in contact with him and at end of work,
he will want to take them home (toys, objects).
Toys are those objects that help the 3 years child to
play. The 3 year old child does not have any welldeveloped imagination, representations, so it is
very difficult to change the role of toys or invent
new games, he still doesn’t create any scenarios,
but gradually assumes the role of the game, which
he runs with great pleasure, motivated by a strong
desire to discover the people, objects, places. The
child first makes contact with objects made
available by the mother, teacher, adults generally,
fenced them the sphere of knowledge. Adult bears
the burden of letting the child loose in actions and
choices, but carefully watched. In time, the child
will find himself in the adult next to him, and by
imitation, he will try to perform the same actions.
The role play was built in such a way that children
develop various skills and abilities. Also, role play
helps in terms of language development, involving

►Development and social life
As expected, he places the spotlight on the
mother, the person he is mostly attached to.The
infant does not yet have any friends, given that he
feels unique, which denies him the interior urge of
connecting and having friends.
The socialization process is fundamental
to the development of the human being. Its debut is
inside the family so that it can evolve in a more
systematic manner, in kindergarten.
The uniqueness of every child helps
develop and identify new factors regarding
socialization. By perceiving a child as a pre-adult,
we will manage to adjust our behaviour according
to the quality of the excersised influences, therefore
acting and behaving accordingly.
The enviroment is the key element in the
implementation and perfectioning of the skills the
child is born with, skills that will evolve and
modify gradually, as the child grows. The child’s
vulnerability interracts with the enviroment’s
facilitating characteristics. In certain families,
where the accent is emphasized on love and
affection, there are high chances that the child is to
be more easily integrated in society, as opposed to
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a child who comes from a socially disadvantaged
enviroment who will have a harder time facing
exterior factors.
There is an interesting theory on the role
of the family in the harmonius developement of the
child. The family enviroment is the baby’s first
social enviroment, therefore, its role is decisive in
the bringing up of the child. Genetic heirship is the
premise of developement. But it does not stand
alone. The social enviroment and education are
equally of essence. The parents are the only ones
responsible for the child until he is enetering the
educational system. From here on, the responsibilty
is somewhat split between the teacher and the
parents. There is no perfect, exemplary teacher
pattern. However, a collaboration between the
family and the teacher will exert plenty stimuli
necessary for a qualitative psychological act.
Modern Pedagogy has its stakes on the
connection between the family and the
kindergarten. If in the instructive-educative proces
from the kindergarden, all the tasks are supposed to
be done by the governess, even after kindergarden,
the parents are directly responsable, like this: the
parents must know all that is happening in the
institution, but also the reverse, for a good
continuity and safeness of the activities done by
children.
Adaptation
is
a
very
important
characteristic of social life, it facilitates the
development of many specific skills requiered on
the long journey of descovering the outsides. The
child is not sociable, but learns to be sociable, it is
a necessity for accepting the crossing to another
behavior, an adaptive one. The child will always
search the direct contact with other persons, will
want to know.
The kindergarten has the role to enlarge
the personal experiences with socio-cultural
activities.

game, but this experience build the patterns in the
child’ s mind. He will remember his later when he
will see his mother going out of the room. He will
be afraid that he will lost her forever. This is what
it means to grow, a thing that you can not see, but
feel and it stays inside everyone of
us.(Marinopoulos, 2014, p.15-16).
A child without the capacity of separation
will refuse later to go to kindergarden, to spend
time there, to socialize with other children, to
attach to the governess. Many times the
attachement with the governess is very efficient,
but the excess can show us that it is a lack of joy in
the family. In this situations it must be used special
and efficent technics of adaptation and integration.
I hope that every child is loved, protected,
and spoiled by parents, but i wish to belive that it is
a limit when we talk about the over protecting the
child. I mean, we must intervene in that case,
because that child is limited by his parents or
grandparents and his integration in a new
environment will be more difficult.
The adaptation to new activities like:
separation form family, play program, sleeping
program, holding all the factors that bring the
feelings and emotions is difficult, the children can
live a true” institutional shock”. It is the teacher’s
duty to integrate all the children, with all their
particularities, psychic and physical. The teacher
must achieve an analysis of all the factors that
might disturb the adaptation, first of all the medical
factors. We do not must forget neither the
examination of the teacher( a lack of experience or
an exacting teacher- insists on the discipline and
order), can be a disruptive factor for the child’s
accommodation in the kindergarten. We must
understand that the integration in the kindergarden
of a 3 years old child is very difficult, being a
process that requires very much attention,
understanding and affection.

2. The adaptation to the instructiveducative program form the kindergarten
The changing on another environment step
can be to some children a psychologial trauma with
external manifestation. For this step, the children
must be able to stay a certain period of time
without any of his parents.
Sofie Marinopoulos, shows in her book
“Your child, how does he play?” that the
integration of the child, could be a good exercice
that can be solved when the child is a baby: “The
baby(6 or more months) which repeats on purpose
the throwing of an object, wants to tell us
informations about the way his mind works. The
children does not only try to develop his motricity,
he tries to face emotionally, the distance of a
thrown object. A loved object that he wants, first of
all, to gain. He tries to evaluate the emotions from
this listing experience. Apparently, it is a nonsense

3. The successful integration of children in
kindergarten
Entry into the education system is an
important step that expands the physical, cognitive
and social environment of the child (Papalia, Olds,
Feldman, 2010, p.245).
The main function of the kindergarten is to succeed
to fill the role of mother, not to replace it. A young
teacher who has no child can not know nor can
orient towards a child biologically, only indirectly,
through the knowledge of all the factors involved in
the educational process, especially in the
educational environment of kindergarten. An older
teacher must be able to evolve in order to
understand the child’s psychology. It needs more
specialists and reading regarding the complexity of
the modern child. (Winnicott, 2013).
It is very important the integration of
children in kindergarten, from a psychological
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perspective. A harmonious, physical and mental
development can not be done separately. The
mental health of the child should be the primary
factor pursued by parents, educators and by the
people in contact with the child. It has been written
and talked a lot about child development regarding
cognition as the main key to the sustainable
development of the child and even the adult of
tomorrow. Physical development has been for long
time classified as a phenomenon which is
developed with age. Modern teaching combats this
myth, that puts movement as a key to the healthy
development.
In the instructive-educational act, the educator is
responsable with the main task, which is to respect
each child as an individual, it is necessary to
respect and take into account all actions undertaken
by all age peculiarities and development.
As Professor Golu (2001)stated, every
child is different: not all think, they perceive,
imagine the same, some are better endowed by
nature, others less, some are more special, others
less distinguished, but is place for each of them in
the instructive-educational process in kindergarten.
World renowned pedagogues (Pestalozzi,
Comenius, Claparede) support the idea that
children’s individuality should be respected in the
educational process. Also specialized studies and
research in this area showed that those children
whose individuality has been disregarded,
childhood is felt deeply later, as adults, will not be
able to integrate, they’ll have difficulties such as:
social integration, relational, emotional, moral.
Upon entering in kindergarten, the child is slightly
unstable, with some imperfections of neuro-motor
coordination level. Language, as explained above,
is very poor, he can not make the difference
between him and those around him. With
kindergarten, he becomes aware of him, of his
feelings, of others (Golu, 2009).

the moral to take part. The most important
objectives to be pursued by teacher is the basis with
which it goes to the wonderful journey of
knowledge and education.
The teacher will plan all the activities
taking account the particularities of age, sex and
mental development stage. Each activity will be
thought of as a means of rapprochement between
children. The period in which the child learns to
speak with other children, to do things together, to
respect the rules of a group to work for a theme.
The teacher surrender knowledge is considered a
method, a modern strategy and the concept of
integrated activity refers to an activity that
approaches teaching and learning as a method of
knowledge. This approach organizing content is
somewhat similar to interdisciplinary education,
meaning that the object of education is not
reference to a scientific discipline, but a consistent
theme common to many disciplines.
The organizing integrated is often
mistaken with interdisciplinary organizing. It
should be clarified the following statement:
interdisciplinarity identifies a factor environmental
organizing actvităţii/ knowledge, while integration
is based on the idea that there should be carefully
integrated a factor regarding all activities in the
kindergarten. DEX concept "to integrate"
corresponds to the following : include, embed,
harmonize into a whole, and "integration" - the
phrase is explained as: meeting in the same place or
the same activity as several activities type in
succession. Through integrated teaching method,
we actively involve the children spot emotionally
and physically.
The teacher remains the main pawn in the
development, integration and education of
preschool children. At this age the child does not
know, nor can make the difference between good
and evil, not being able / capable to choose what is
right. The child will be formed under the positive
forms and correcting negative forms.
The most effective means activity in the
kindergarten remains the game. Whether we are
talking about teaching the game, freely chosen
game, social game, the game of movement or
creative play, all these classifications are welcome
in the educational program. The teacher has
available educational program based on the game
and capitalization of these activities fall within the
competence of each teacher. This means
educational game has positive values in all human
development.
If entering into kindergarten the child does
not know the social significance of the game,
gradually he is forced to respect them. So exercisegames, role play, the rules of imitation and games
provide a broad context in which the child can
operate the main moral values, applying rules and
regulations. Extrinsic motivation is an enriched

4. Conclusions
The integration of the kindergarten
environment is favored by all the relationships
established between parent and teacher, teacherchild, child-child, child-care workers. The
emphasis is mainly on teacher-child relationship.
We can consider as an important factor in
adaptation and crèche through the program. The
child already has attended an institution of
socialization and it will be much easier to adapt to
the new environment. The child who comes from
the crèche is emotionally stable, has formed certain
habits, such as eating, dressing and undressing,
respecting sleeping and play hours.
The teacher has an important role in educational
process, he involves all children, by forming the
strengths that will help your child in school for
further integration. It is necessary that the
relationship between preschool activities related to
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form of child play, purpose and outcome of the
game. The child is helped by teachers to overcome
personal desire to play the game.
The game offers a program pertaining to
the organization and the time for teachers, because
with children can encounter introversive, shy,
timorous;he needs the game to help him develop
social skills to integrate successfully into the
community.
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This article examines how an understanding of the energetic structure of the human being may add value
to the educational process, as well as the educational system, for example by providing assessments of the
candidates (students) which go to an even deeper level than what is possible today. In this way the
energetic measurements may supplement the present performance prediction factors, and thus make the
educational process generate better outcomes, financial savings for society, and ultimately, increased job fit,
happiness and well-being for the individual.
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measurements of the energetic structure of the
human being, and thus possibly may generate
insights into the nature, and potential, of the
individual human being, which possibly can be
used to optimize both the educational process as
well as the educational system. As part of this a
pilot study has been conducted in order to examine
if there seems to be a difference in the
bioenergetics fields of students in different
domains.
In the end these findings are discussed in relation to
their possible relevance for the future of education.

Introduction
Before we begin to discuss the future of education
it may be highly relevant to discuss what
“education” in itself actually means, and even more
important, what its purpose is. According to the
Oxford Dictionary of English the word “education”
comes from the Latin word “educare”, which
means “give intellectual, moral, and social
instruction to (someone), typically at a school or
university”.
At the beginning of our education in Philosophy &
Business Administration (FLØK) at Copenhagen
Business School back in 1999, Dr. Martin
Fuglsang, who is now Honorary Professor in
Philosophy at the University of Leicester, wrote the
Danish word for education “ud-dannelse”, which in
principle is exactly the same as the German word
“Aus-bildung”, and in English, directly translated,
would be something like “out-formation”, on the
blackboard, and said that he hoped that this would
be the final outcome of our degree, that the
“formation” process would constitute 80%, and that
the actual formal learning/education would only
constitute around 20%. He continued that he didn’t
want our study to “spit out a series of homogenous
products”, and that we should only read what we
found interesting, and generally create our own
education, as long as we passed the exams. Judging
by the high levels of success my fellow students
have had in their professional career, there is a
certain possibility that he succeeded with his
advice.
The reason for mentioning this story is to reflect (or
Rethink & Disrupt, as is the theme of this
conference) - from a moral point of view - upon
what the purpose of education is. Is it just to train
young people to perform tasks, which may generate
financial value to the company they work for, and
hopefully society, as well, (if this is the case then
we might as well focus our attention on robots, or
monkeys. It might be more cost efficient) or is it to
form people to reflect for themselves and thus take
the decisions which generate the greatest happiness
in their lives; in other words, to form them as
human beings.
This being said this paper discusses how the
energetic structure of the universe, which logically
must be reflected in the human being, as we are
part of this universe, may help to add value to the
educational process and system. It does so first by
explaining - briefly - the energetic structure which
constitutes everything in this universe, and then the
scientific findings of two of the most famous
scientists who have dealt with this topic in relation
with human beings and the interaction between
human beings; Professor Emeritus at UCLA, Dr.
Valerie V. Hunt, and Dr. Motoyama. Finally it
includes the work of Professor Dr.Korotkov, who
has developed the ElectroPhotonic Imaging Device,
which seems to generate statistically valid

Methodology
E=mc2 is probably the most famous mathematical
equation on the planet. If we start analysing it, it
opens a new dimension to our understanding of the
universe. E means Energy; M is Mass; C is the
speed of light. So, Energy equals Mass multiplied
with the speed of light uplifted in second; in other
words, all mass in this universe consists of energy,
and viceverse. That must logically apply to
everything in this universe, including us human
beings.
According to Quantum Physics there are four
universal principles, which govern this energy;
Gravity, The Strong Nuclear Attraction, The Weak
Nuclear Attraction, as well as Electromagnetism.
Stephen Hawking writes that “Electromagnetism is
the foundation of chemistry and biology.”
(Hawking, 2010: 133) Thus it seems relevant,
based on the fact that we human beings are
biological beings, to understand the human being
based on the principle of electromagnetism;
something which both Hunt as well as Motoyama
has been doing scientific research on for years.
The scientific work of Hunt
Hunt’s (1996) scientific work consists of measuring
the electromagnetic field of the human being in
order to examine, amongst others, the state of
health of the human being. However, her findings
also include certain aspects, which may find use
within intra-, as well as inter-personal relations.
For example did she find a connection between the
electromagnetic field of a person, and that person’s
profession. (Hunt, 1996: 23) She also found that
some people
have
a
more contracted
electromagnetic field, whereas others have a more
expanded electromagnetic field. (Ibid: 23) Finally
she writes that her scientific work shows that
different things happen with the electromagnetic
field of a human being in the interaction with
another human being. Sha concluded in studies she
did at UCLA where she would put two people, who
didn’t know who the other person was, together in
a dark room, sitting on two chairs without
physically touching each other, yet close enough
that their electromagnetic field would touch, one
out of three things would happen.
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1.
Either the electromagnetic fields of the
two people would completely refuse each other.
2.
One of the electromagnetic fields would
overtake and dominate the other field.
3.
The two fields would merge, yet at a much
higher level of vibration than before the interaction.
Hunt describes many more findings in her works,
yet these three may be the ones, which constitutes
the more straightforward application within the
educational system (as well as in many other social
systems).
These are those of Hunt’s findings, which may,
most directly, find application in the educational
process and system, and will be discussed in the
following lines.

educational process may be more efficient, and
possibly also generate a better outcome.
Of course many more practical applications of
Hunt’s scientific findings are available.
The scientific work of Motoyama
Dr. Motoyama, who by UNESCO is declared one
of the world ten foremost scientists within his field,
has, like Hunt, also examined the electromagnetic
structure of the human being. His work differs from
that of Hunt as he has focussed on scientifically
proving the existence of seven different
electromagnetic frequency domains in the human
being, whereas Hunt, as previously mentioned, has
focused on the general electromagnetic field of the
human being.
Motoyama states, that he has scientifically proven
the existence of these seven different
electromagnetic frequency domains (Motoyama
1978) yet it seems that he then changed the
direction of his scientific work. However, through
his scientific work he has opened up for the next
generation of scientists who continue to explore
this scientific area.
Besides stating that each of these seven
electromagnetic
frequency
domains
exist,
Motoyama also states that they have a certain
polarity (+/-) which may indicate their
manifestation; one polarity being proactive, the
other being reactive. He also states that each of
these seven different electromagnetic frequency
domains have a different activation in different
people, thus some people have more energy on
different levels than others. (Motoyama, 1978)
It is hypothesized that each of these seven different
electromagnetic frequency domains is connected
with a specific cluster of Knowledge, Skills, and
Abilities (KSA), for example may one domain be
connected with elements like charisma, social
interaction, creativity, spontaneity, whereas another
domain may include elements like will-power,
drive, ambition, logical intelligence, etc. Yet
another domain may be connected with elements
like love, empathy, compassion, emotional
intelligence, etc.

Discussion of Hunt’s findings in relation with
the educational process
Hunt’s finding, that there, as she writes, is a
connection between a person’s electromagnetic
field, and that person’s profession may generate
huge ROI if it is clarified further and integrated
into the educational system. If different people can
be measured before they choose which education to
take, they can be guided to choose the profession,
which fits them, and their qualities, best. In this
way they will feel fulfilled, probably have less
chance of dropping out of the education, and thus
society as a whole may end up with a more cost
efficient educational system.
Hunt’s finding, that some people have a more
contracted electromagnetic field than others, may,
if it is explored and understood further, also help in
the previously mentioned selection process. It
could be hypothesised that a contracted
electromagnetic field, for example, indicated that
the person was introvert, and thus may have a
better fit with certain educations, and consequently,
professions, whereas it could be hypothesised that a
person with a more expanded electromagnetic field
would be an extrovert, which they could be guided
in the educational direction best fit for that
personality type.
Finally may Hunt’s finding regarding the
interaction between the electromagnetic fields of
different people open up for a deeper scientific
understanding of how to put people together, for
example in groups. However, also the
student/teacher interaction, which may be an
important element in the educational process, could
be optimised. If we make the hypothesis that two
people whose electromagnetic field merge, yet at a
much higher level of frequency than each of the
fields individually, work very well together, and
have certain synergies in their interaction, then the
student/teacher interaction could, amongst other
criteria, be based on this knowledge. In other words
should it, based on this knowledge, be able to put
students together with the teacher who naturally fits
exactly them whereby it can be assumed that the

Discussion of Motoyama’s findings in relation
with the educational process
Assuming that Motoyama’s findings are correct,
there seems to be a possibility that the knowledge
of the seven different electromagnetic frequency
domains, together with that of their polarity, could
be used to predict the potential of a student. If the
student has a predominant activation of let’s say
two of the electromagnetic frequency domains, one
related with creativity, and social interaction, the
other related with empathy and emotional
intelligence, that student may with advantage
choose a profession which requires these qualities;
such as a sales person, call-centre employee, or
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kindergarten teacher. Whereas a person with a
strong activation of the electromagnetic frequency
domains hypothesized to be connected with willpower, ambition, and logical intelligence, may not
fit very well into the previously mentioned job
roles, and could instead succeed as for example an
engineer, or a scientist, etc.
Thus, Motoyama’s findings open up for the
possibility, if they are examined further, of
measuring in advance the energetic potential of a
person, in order for that person to choose the jobrole and education most adequate for his/her skills,
competences, and qualities.
The question then becomes how to perform these
measurements.

what seems to be a deeper layer of the human
being.
In regard to this we have made a pilot study, whose
purpose was to investigate the – possible –
difference in the energetic structure between
students in two different faculties.
Pilot study conducted with university students
Using the method developed by Korotkov it is
possible to draw correlations between the EPI
measurements and for example a group of students.
This is based on the theory that every human being
has a bioelectric field, which can be measured and
correlated with data obtained from other people.
In accordance with the theme of this article it is
possible to create a protocol through which
different characteristics of, in this case, students
from different domains can be measured and
compared.
For this a comparative study has been conducted
amongst students at two different faculties at the
Ecological University of Bucharest:
1.
The Faculty of Communication
2.
The Faculty of Engineering
The purpose of the study was to investigate the
different characteristics between two groups of
students – a social / humanist group
(Communication)
and
a
natural
domain
(Engineering).
Amongst each group six students were selected and
measured, and the empirical data is based on these
measurements.

ElectroPhotonic Imaging
Apparently there exist different methods for
measuring these seven different electromagnetic
frequency domains, one of them being the
ElectroPhotonic Imaging, developed by Professor,
Dr.Korotkov, from Sct. Petersburg University.
It seems to be a reliable way of obtaining
statistically valid results about the energetic
structure of a person which has found practical use
in other domains, amongst others in the prediction
of athletic performance (Bundtzen, 2005), as well
as in a preliminary study regarding the ability to
predict academic performance, measured as grades
obtained at a university exam (Torp, Mandrea &
Cipu).
ElectroPhotonic Imaging is, accordingly to
Prof.Dr.Korotkov “… based on the stimulation of
proton and electron emissions from the surface of
the object. The stimulation is provided by
transmitting short electrical pulses.” (Korotkov,
2014: 35) He then continues writing that “The
emitted particles accelerate in the electromagnetic
field, generating electronic avalanches on the
surface of the dielectric (glass) plate. … The
discharge causes glow from the excitement of
molecules in the surrounding gas, and this glow is
what are being measured by the EPI method.”
(Ibid: 36)
The ElectroPhotonic Imaging technique may offer
a measurement of the seven different
electromagnetic
frequency
domains
which
Motoyama states that he has confirmed
scientifically, as well as an image of an
electromagnetic field which surrounds the human
body, and which may be what Prof.Dr. Hunt has
examined. It furthermore also reports a
measurement regarding the state of stress and
energetic level of the human being.
The challenge and where further scientific work is
needed, however, is to make scientific studies
regarding the different skills, competences, and
qualities which are assumed to be connected with
each of the seven different electromagnetic fields,
and thus obtain scientific knowledge regarding

Two parameters were compared:
1.
the level of bioelectric energy
2.
the entropy of the bioelectric field
These two parameters are important in this study
because they represent the quantity and the quality
of the bioelectric energy of the students who have
been measured.
The bioelectric energy is a parameter, which can be
measured directly by the use of the EPI device and
can be an indicator of the inner dynamics in the
respective group of students.
Entropy represents the degree of dispersion of the
energy, which in the present case, represents the
students level of agitation.
According to the study protocol the bioelectric field
of each person has been measured by the use of the
EPI device and based on this two comparative
graphics amongst the two different groups of
students have been produced. Each graphic relating
to each of the parameters previously discussed.
Fig. 1 represents the comparison of the bioelectric
energy between the two groups of students. As it
can be seen there is an obvious difference between
the values which have been measured in the
different groups, thus we may assume that there
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could be an underlying pattern here which is worth
to be investigated further.

Even though the number of students which have
participated in this pilot study isn’t representative
for a clear statistic we can observe that there seems
to be an important potential in this study.
From the electrodynamic point of view, when a
ionized solution has a higher energy level than
another solution, even if they have the same degree
of entropy, it means that the ions in the first
solution are smaller and more dynamic, compared
with the second solution where the ions are bigger
and
slower.
Through this kind of comparison we can also
observe this kind of dynamics in a group, as well as
each individual’s tendencies.
A suggestion for a practical application of this
study would be to apply it at Centres for
Councelling and Career Guidance where for
example double blind tests can help to generate an
understanding of the elements which make some
people attracted to, and successful in, one
profession or another, and thus help people to
choose the career path which fits them the best.

Bioenergetic field
49.04

Energy

41.6

38.65

39.8

42.52

42.09

42.32

39.47

39.17

36.99

32.84
24.84

number of persons
Faculty of Communication
Faculty of Engineering
Fig. 1. The graphical representation of the
bioelectric field of each of the students in the two
groups.

Conclusions
In this article we have examined the possibility of
improving both education, as well as the
educational system, based on a deeper
understanding of the energetic structure of the
human being. We conclude that there both seems to
be scientific work indicating that this should be
possible, as well as that a possible way of doing so
would be by the use of the ElectroPhotonic
Imaging Device, developed by Prof.Dr.Korotkov.

Figure 2 represents the degree of entropy in the
bioelectric field of the students. It can be seen that
the entropy of the bioelectric field of the two
groups does not reveal any significant difference.
An analysis of these two graphs show that the
students from the Faculty of Communication have
a tendency to create a group which is more active
and more energized that the group of students from
the Faculty of Engineering, even if their level of
entropy is similar.

Further scientific work
The proposed improvement of the educational
process, and system, is and remains theoretical
until significant scientific work regarding the
understanding of the possible skills, competences,
and qualities which are presumed connected with
each of the seven different electromagnetic
frequency domains which Motoyama states that he
has scientifically confirmed.
Also the work of Prof.Dr. Hunt requires further
scientific analysis before it can find practical
application, for example in the educational process,
and system, as it needs to be clarified scientifically
for example what exactly each of the different
reactions of the electromagnetic field in the
interaction between people indicates about that
interaction. So far there seems to be empirical
studies indicating that something may be predicted
based on the energetic structure of the human
being, now it needs scientific examination what
exactly can be predicted, and how these predictions
can help to improve both the educational system, as
well as the educational process.

Entropy
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3.3

3.39

3.36
3.25

2.7

2.86

3.63
3.6

2.79

level

2.63

2.9

number of persons
Faculty of Communication
Faculty of Engineering
Fig. 2. A comparison between the degree of entropy
in the bioelectric field of the two groups.
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Abstract
The current study pays attention to the evolution of communication theories from Aristotle rhetoric classic
communication model to the latest approaches in this area of research. Under the pressure of globalization
we must realize that communication is essential in the world wide political, economical and social
approach. The communication in a multicultural environment such as in multinational companies is
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made by classic researchers. Our aim in this article is to show the existing strings between the classic
theories and the current models applicable in multinational companies.
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happiness (Littlejohn and Foss, 2009), that is why
he has strongly stressed the effect through
communication. All types of organizational
communication (economic, non profit, etc) have as
ultimate goal producing results and those are
mainly made by logic, the process of induction, or
individual cases to general principles following the
basic logic established by a major premise, a minor
premise, and a conclusion. According to the classic
theory, a persuader, or rhetor, would select a topic
with a purpose of making an essay or speech and
by following a specific goal he or she will select
some arguments and ignore others, even input
emotion and moral virtue, choose the appropriate
language and tone of speech adjusting them
according to the audience and momentum
(Fortenbaugh, 2006). Littlejohn and and Foss
believe that the influence of Nietzsche, Marx, and
Freud on rhetorical studies suffer a psychological
move by shifting the focus from the agency of the
rhetor to the active understanding of audiences. In
his work, Kenneth Burke was particularly
influential in this regard, arguing that persuasion
was not the result of arguments offered by a rhetor
but rather the consubstantiality leading us to
subconscious (Littlejohn and and Foss, 2009, p.29).
Our personal believe is that part of communication
studies start a new era of influential skills, leading
techniques,
neurolinguistics
programing,
transactional analysis, currently massive used in all
types of organizational communication.

The Evolution of Communication from Classic
Models To Organizational Communication
The basic model of communication implies a
sender, a receiver, a message and a channel;
besides these elements all communication models
extend their understanding and approach. Global
communication implies an enlarged reflection
under different media of communication and for
different types of receivers.
Willing to find more details and insight of
communication studies we have researched
different materials and communication studies,
encyclopedias and several works on the classic
communication theories. Helped and le/j d by the
previous researchers it was created a logic
overview and conception linkage in between the
classic settled and non changeable studies and the
current most popular and present communication
theories of the latest years. We focus on the idea of
increasing complexity models during the years at
the same time of increasing the number of
applicable theories inside organizations. The
assumptions made were regarding analyzed models
which we considered to be idealistic and
impossible to apply in their pure structure. Our
believe is that no theoretical model can be perfectly
applied in real life as theorists describe but as a
compound of some more.
If we should start our analysis from the ancient
times with Aristotle model, (Picture, 1.) we shall
see the perfect picture of a rhetoric model with all
the elements needed for sending messages to
masses, but instead without having in mind their
answer. Having an almost static model we count it
as a starting point for the rest of the theories and as
a basic model for them. In their studies, Littlejohn
and Foss consider Aristotle model as defining for
rhetoric analysing it into five parts: invention,
arrangement, style, memory, and delivery (2009)
also Griffin puts the same elements in public
rhetoric model (2011, p. 287). It is to underline the
ethical proof (ethos), logical proof (logos) and
emotional proof (pathos) as innovative way to
express ideas and lead audience through a right in a
right momentum in a credible, unique and authentic
way. Authenticity and the identity are present in
future branding communication on corporations
where according Cheney the essence of
communication cannot be negotiated, constructed
and reconstructed (Christensen, Morsing and
Cheney, 2008, p. 66, p.67).
Aristotle had through rhetoric discourse the goal of
leading humans toward truth, justice, goodness, and

Counting the cybernetic tradition we introduce
Shannon Weaver model as a new view over
communication, major base for new corporate
communication models. According to Harris and
Nelson the Information Theory rests on the concept
of probability and it permits us to quantify and
measure certain aspects of communication helping
in information gathering, analysis, and decisionmaking.(Harris, Nelson, 2007., p.277).
Shannon and Weaver transfer communication to a
new phase from oratorical study and a non active
participation to a reactivity and involvement in
communication by showing the receiver and
communication feedback (Picture, 2.). The clarity
gain with this model is major and concept like
"information source", "message", "transmitter",
"signal",
"channel",
"noise",
"receiver",
"destination information", "error probability",
"coding", "decode" "information rate" “channel
capacity" (Lohisse, 2006) that are introduced in the
theory support the steps made by the next
researchers in communication field.
that theories have “foot in both camp” (2011, p.21),
but in his opinion it is very important to completely
understand a theory in order to find its assumptions

Em Griffin makes a study taking into account
objective and interpretive communication and the
theories based on this classification. He confirms
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about truth, human nature, the purpose, and its
values(2011, p.20).
In order to understand the standards that scientists
set and the evaluative criteria used by interpretive
theorists he creates a chart with the similarities and
pairs of terms that can underline the scientific
theories and interpretive theories We found them
highly applicable in the organizations, both sides
being implicated into effective communication and
the merge between the two approaches seems to be
highly appreciated (Picture, 3.).

Cultivation Theory, Agenda-Setting Theory),
Cultural Context (Communication Accommodation
Theory, Face-Negotiation Theory, Speech Codes
Theory, Genderlect Styles, Standpoint Theory,
Muted Group Theory) (Picture, 5.). Of course there
are a lot of classifications of theories in this area,
but indeed the followings are highly applicable in
multicultural and multinational companies as much
as in non proffit communication or political field.
In
the
latest
decades,
organizational
communication is found as one of the fastest
growing academic disciplines being research
publication. Even if organizations are considered to
be
economic,
nonprofit,
military,
non
guvernamental or family based, in our discussion
we shall reffer to those connected with the socioeconomic field. The main reason for this interest
may be the need of a communication under the
pressure of multiculturality, standardisation and
global strategies. Organizational communication
cannot be studied without day to day practice and
management (Tourish, Hargie, 2004) and in this
particular case the theories go easily to strategies.
Our understanding regarding management and
communication strategies is that there is a strong
dependency between the company economic
position, management strategies, technology and
communication approaches. The same approach is
found in non economic organizations as the world
is challenging their situation in different ways as
competition for their funds. Positive impact in
organizational communication are techology
(internet, mobile communication, web access to
information), design of different resources for
competivity (human resources as active element of
development by education, controlled risk
strategies), while bad choises in management,
conflicts, epidemics and natural desaster have a
negative impact. On an overall study we can see
the managerial approach in 1990s on a maximum
level of agressive marketing which leads finally to
a
negative
reaction
against
exagerated
consumerism.
In different encyclopedias (Donsbach, 2008,
Littlejohn & Foss, 2008, Griffin, 2011, Putnam &
Nicotera, 2009, Schement, 2002) and researches we
find highly valued organizational communication
theories the System and Culture as metaphors,
raised the latest twenty years which was turbulent,
constant changing and complex. Systems theories,
even if they are structural- functional and designed
to promote efficiency they interfere in their actual
approach with Cultural theories that specifically
focus on community and their interaction inside the
structure even if the perceived managerial and
functionality is hidden (Littlejohn and Foss, 2009).
There is no 100% company based on a single
theory but a mixture in between and a more close
to this concept would be Theories of

As a first step an explanation of communication
behavior can lead to a better understanding and
motivating people. Also evaluating and predicting
the future are the basic practices in forecasting and
extrapolation the existing confirmed data for
companies trends and future policies. The ideas and
hypotheses based on forecasted data are in many
cases the real way of achieving agreement in
communities. There are also many companies
where synthetic data are better received with an
aesthetic approach. A practical approach and a
reforming way can be presented in a qualitative or
quantitative research which lead us to the idea of a
stronger
commitment
to
enlarge
our
communication knowledge in organizations.
Of course the influences and models are divers and
spread ideas in all areas of human activity, reason
that gives Griffin the projection of creating a model
based on Robert T. Craig’s idea of metamodel
counting seven traditions equel parcelled in
between Objective and Interpretative Theory
(Picture, 4.). As the author easily observes there are
mixtures in between theories whih also might not
cover entirely all communication theories, but
instead of creating a gap in between theory and
reality, that places even better the model into the
virtual.
We can find a more detailed approach in the
Griffin’s plotting scale with different approaching
from Interpersonal Communication (Symbolic
Interactionism, Coordinated Management of
Meaning,
Expectancy
Violations
Theory,
Constructivism, Social Penetration Theory,
Uncertainty Reduction Theory, Social Information
Processing Theory, Relational Dialectics, The
Interactional View,
Communication Privacy
Management , Social Judgment Theory,
Elaboration
Likelihood
Model,
Cognitive
Dissonance Theory) to Group and Public
Communication ( Functional Perspective on Group
Decision Making, Symbolic Convergence Theory,
Cultural
Approach,
Critical
Theory
of
Communication
Approach,
The
Rhetoric,
Dramatism,
Narrative
Paradigm)
Mass
Communication (Media Ecology, Semiotics,
Cultural Studies, Uses and Gratifications,
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Organizational Culture and Performance where
rituals and practices raise the community in the
same way with the performance. As organizations
are not simply existing through time and constantly
keep their structure, also their approach inside and
outside through communication depends in time
and space as includes values, laws, rules, ideology,
and other institutions.
Critical Organizational Communication Theories
sustained by Stanley Deetz “conceptualize
organizing in terms of the expression of power,
domination, and resistance”, while other theorists
developed these ideas across a wide range of
categories, including race, gender, class, and their
various intersections (Littlejohn and Foss, 2009, p.
702).
Furthermore
two
influential
metatheories:
Structuration and Sense-Making raised the idea of
counterproductivity regarding the fight in
according power to community or individual
(Picture, 6.). In 1979 Weick brought to the
forefront for modern communication theorists the
idea that “organizations were not mere objects or
systems that existed physically” (Putnam and
Nicotera, 2009, p.23). From Weick point of view
organization is to be seen as a process of
organizing and interpreting the moves of the
structure from a static entity to a dinamic process.
The basic theme for its organizational model can be
found in the recipe for sensemaking (Putnam and
Nicotera, 2009). The social structures are both
made by human actions counting technologic and
cultural importance in companies success providing
a “bridge between the system and culture
metaphors and to focus on how collectivities of
individuals use language to create meaning over
time” (Littlejohn and Foss, 2009).
Organizational communication theories mirror the
events rising in society and the continuously
changing environment world-wide. The study of
communication continues as life is in constantly
seething and we have no interest to sustain that we
present all the main communication theories, but
those we find more common for the area of
research we have done. Furthermore we consider
organisation living structure with different types of
organizational approach in time and space which
gives us the idea that communication patterns in
the same company with common values, laws,
rules, ideology may differ inside a community or
substructure. This situation we believe happens
with management approval as the adaptability that
companies prove for different markets and social
environment they choose to develop.
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The List of Pictures
Picture 1. Aristotle communication’ model

Source: Aristotle, Roberts, W. R., (2004) ”Rhetoric”, Courier Corporation, adaptation
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Picture 2. Shannon and Weaver transfer of information

Source: Shannon, C.E., Weaver, W., (1949) - „The Mathematical Theory of Communication”, Ed.
University of Illinos Press, Illinos

Picture 3. Different approaches for Scientific and Interpretive Theory

Source: Griffin, E., (2011), “A First Look At Communication Theory”, Glenn G. Sparks Purdue
University,p 35
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Picture 4. Traditions map, methamodel

Source: Griffin, E., (2011), “A First Look At Communication Theory”, Glenn G. Sparks Purdue University, p.47
Picture 5. Objective and Interpretive Theory

Source: Griffin, E., (2011), “A First Look At Communication Theory”, Glenn G. Sparks Purdue University, p.
21
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Picture 6. Sensemaking Models in / across Disciplines Van Patter, Karl Weick, adaptation

Source: Putnam, L. L., Nicotera, A. M., (2009), ”Building Theories of Organization, The Constitutive
Role of Communication”, Routledge, New York
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Abstract
Albania is facing lack of job vacancies and this is the same as all former communist countries. Albania
has mostly young population which is potentially capable of working and it is living in a minimum of
social assistance. The economic stagnation which is due to the lack of domestic production has made the
Albanian economy to be under a “Tango” during these last 20 years. Before 2009 and the beginnings of
global economic crisis, the Albanian living standards had been higher than today and this thanks to
remittances. The government has to discuss with the social partners in all those cases the development
strategies. The new legal framework on the fight against informality should aim the strengthening and
consolidating the control mechanisms to ensure the proper pressure against abuses in the labor market.
This paper presents a picture of the socio-economic situation and the need for our country to match labor
policies and legislation to the Acquits.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
Albanian labor force has been affected by two
factors: a) the restructuring of state enterprises
(which is something in common with all the other
transitional countries) and b) the high level of
migration especially in the labor force. Migration
has had a huge effect in the demand and supply of
the labor market. It has also had a positive effect in
the private sector as well as in the unemployment
reduction.

Despite the Labor Code, the parliament has also
approved some laws which accomplish the labor
legislation. Here we can mention the law of “State
labor inspectorate” “Employment promotion”
(Labor legislation 1996) and meanwhile the
government has also approved some decisions and
directions on the implementation of the approved
laws of the parliament. As emphasized from the
officials of the Labor Ministry, the labor legislation
is good but we need to be more committed to the
mechanisms
that
would
assure
their
implementation.

1.1.
The communist regime in Albania and
the economical crises.
Before the 90s the Albanian wage level was the
lowest in Europe. The economical crisis in the
early 90s worsened the situation. In order to
stimulate economical growth market reforms were
implemented. An important part of this program
was the restrictive policy on income and it
intension to limit inflation. Real wages fell by
almost 50% during 1991-1993 but during 1994,
1995 the annual real wage increased by 25 percent.
However, the pyramid scheme crisis and high
inflation diminished these increases and real wages
fell on 17 percent.
The 1997 crisis continued to limit wage growth but
it was not the only reason. The most profitable
enterprises were not allowed to pay higher wages
through
strict
control
of
wages.
The
macroeconomic stabilization after the crisis and the
art of inflation in recent years allowed that the real
wage to grow again. Since 1998 it has been
growing up more than 10% every year.
The highest wages were those of the service sector,
followed
by
those
of
transport
and
telecommunication and then the wages of other
sectors.
According to studies conducted by INSTAT men
have higher salaries than women in all sectors but
this is related to the salary of a specified job, where
men are imposed on jobs with higher wages. In the
state sector the average salary difference between
men and women is almost negligible.

1.3.
The Informal sector situation
The informal sector in Albania is analyzed by using
data for the individual employment and
nonagricultural familiar enterprises. Information
over employment show that 10% of employed
people in Albania work as nonagricultural familiar
enterprises or as selfemployed (Kudret Çela Labor
Right 2009). The informal sector mass in Albania
is bigger in the urban areas (24%) compared to the
rural areas (5%). Nearly 15% of the employed
people in Tirana are selfemployed or workers on
nonagricultural familiar enterprises. Almost three
fourth of individuals in the informal sector are
employed for at least three years and nearly 10% of
those are part of the informal sector for more than
10 years. More that 90% of people in the informal
section have started their own business as way to
look for a job. One of the main reasons of the
informal employment can be the level of imposed
duties and then the complicated rules and the
existence of state procrastination. It is verified that
a high percentage of entrepreneurs do not pay the
imposed duties for their employers.
1.4.
Lack of job vacancies and the need for
self-employment
The selfemployment concept firstly entered in 1992
with the closure of industrial enterprises and the
countries’ economic remodeling. Selfemployment
has been rising year by year. On a country scale
63% of those considered as employed people are
selfemployed and only 37% are salary employed
people. Selfemployment has familiar business
character in Albania. 62% of the employed are full
time workers and 39% are working part time. We
can even say that there are more men than women
working full time. There are many individuals who
have finished university and work full time,
compared to the high school educated (73%) and
those with a low level of education.
Selfemployment is the main type of employment in
Albania, and almost two third of employment are
selfemployed in the agricultural enterprises with no
salary. One third of them are selfemployed with
salary. The absolute majority of these selfemployed
individuals are working on agriculture.

1.2.
The Albania Labor Market
Legislation
After the 90s the Albanian labor market legislation
has been reformed in order to correspond to the
new economical and political system reality. The
actual legislation is based on western models and
politics. One of the base documents of the labor
market legislation is the Labor Code of the
Albanian Republic which came into force on 1995.
It does not only guarantee the known principles
(such as the discrimination end at the work place,
the right of strikes, the end of forced labor etc),
fixes the work relationships, wages (including the
minimal ones), safety and security at the work
place, collective agreements, syndicates etc.
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employment level has clearly been lower than that
of men. The differences in the employment level of
men and women are more emphasized in the
private sector than in the agricultural one where the
number of employed women occupies 25%, but it
has been rising in the last years.

1.5.
The problems of unemployment, a
socio-economic erosion
The highest rate of unemployment was during the
90’s. The macroeconomic reforms and the
remodeling of the 90’s beginning lessened the labor
request in Albania as well as in other countries with
economic transition. Our country suffered a
collapse in the presence of labor forces.
The mass privatization of state enterprises and their
closure, as well as the rising concurrence for
reduced labor places obliged many people to
withdraw from labor force. According to state
statistics the lowest rate of presence at labor force
was in 2000 when only two third of the citizens
who were on the right working age were active in
the labor market. Male participation rate in the
labor forces has historically been higher than that
of women. The transition years had a more
negative effect on women employment. The
significant decline in the job participation level of
labor force may have different reasons as for
example a considerable number of people work in
the informal sector and others may be discouraged
by the labor market situation and might have left
labor force.
Similar to other transition countries, Albania has a
distinct contrast in the unemployment rate. Poor
infrastructure, where some places are very isolated,
contributes to a high rate of unemployment. The
most hit group of unemployment is young people.
Unemployment in this group is due to their first
entry in the labor market. A special concern for
Albania is the long term unemployment. The total
rate of this kind of unemployment has risen
consistently over the 90s and reaching 90% in the
2000 which is in continuous growth.

2.
LABOR MARKET IN THE UE
Based on official statistics of the EU countries and
EUROSTAT, the EU labor market is improving
since 1999. Nearly 3.1 million new jobs have been
created since then and this way bringing the
unemployment rate under 8%. About 70% of these
new jobs belong to women. This is important in
terms of population working age productivity when
taking into account the small rate of participation.
Most of the new jobs are created in the service
sector and the demand for manual labor is
declining continuously. The overall employment is
63.9% being 55% for women and 72% for men.
2.1.
The divergences between the European
labor market and the right of workers’
movement
Youth labor market is characterized by
participation and employment scale which are
relatively low and with a high level of
unemployment. In 2012 youth represented 45.6
percent of the population from the age of 15 to 29
in the labor market and this compared to the
national average of 64.8 percent. This low rate of
youth participation is mostly because they are at
school (almost 39% of the youth population is
following studies) and because of girls’ low
participation (41.6 percent).
On January 2012 the European Union was hit by a
new high rise of the unemployment rate with
10.1% over the symbolic limit of 10% from 1% in
two previous months.
The divergences between EU and labor markets are
still high, even though in the last three months the
number of unemployed people has been declining
in six member states, but since March 2011 it has
been rising in most of the states.
The unemployment rate in the EU has gone up with
0.6 for 1.625.000 more unemployed people. Even
though unemployment has been declining in some
member states since spring 2011 it has been going
up in a progressive way on most of the other states.
German unemployment has continually been going
up during the past two years(EBRD January 2015)
At the end of 2011 they arrived on a tight historical
collaboration which resulted in a small
improvement on January 2014, the first since June
2009.
The number of unemployed people got up in most
member states during the last three months since
January 2012 and all the member states have been
affected by unemployment. The continual
deterioration has been affecting men more than

1.6.
Employment and women participation
We can see important changes inside the
employment structure according to sectors. In 1996
the employment in the public sector occupied 36%
(Instat 2014) but in subsequent years this
percentage has been going down. This as a result of
the privatization reforms taking place in this sector.
However the employment in the private sector but
not the agricultural one has up growing tendencies.
The employment structure reflects the fact that
economy is still dominated by agriculture and other
traditional activities. The modern employment
sector is still small and the majority of employment
is still informal. The long term unemployment is
wide spread and many unemployed workers are not
looking for a job any more. There is a general
problem: that of expelling women, ethnic
minorities and people with no education from labor
market and they face up big problems in finding a
job. The major part of employers works in
agriculture, another part works on construction,
transport and trade and then we have the industry
which occupies a lower percentage. The women
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women and the gender difference has disappeared
since spring 2009. The youth unemployment is
still critical because it went up with 0.2% on
January 2012 on a historical height of 22.4%. The
youth unemployment rate is at least two times
higher than all the member states except Germany.
There are big differences between member states:
the youth unemployment is higher than 20% on
two third of the states.

The second pillar (entrepreneur) has to do with the
creation of new jobs by reducing costs and closing
the "service gap" between the U.S. and the EU
(Keith Ewing, Aileen McColgan and Hugh Collins,
Labor Law, Cases, Texts and Materials (2005)).
This column calls for the formation of a good
management in companies, setting up new
employment possibilities in a knowledge-based
society and in the service sector, and support for
the initiatives for a regional and local employment.
The third one (appropriateness) is related to the
creation of flexible arrangements for work
organization and addresses as responsible not only
the state actresses for employment policies but
social partners as well. These measures aim to
modernize the work organization and the proper
creation in the context of the company as a longterm learning component.
The fourth pillar (equal opportunities) has to do
with the measures towards the reduction of
differences based on specifics of gender at the
labor market (Law and Public Policy Into Focus
(2009)). That is engaged for undertaking those
activities, the alleviation of those imbalances in the
percentages of men and women in different
occupations and economic, as well as the
advancement of opportunity improvements for
career women. These measures are also in favor of
improving the compatibility between work and
family life, the regulation of parent’s consent,
facilities for children and other persons who need
care) as well as easy return to work.

2.2.
The EU Labor market and needs for
more flexibility
Even though unemployment in the EU is not as
high as that in transition countries, it is distributed
in an unequal way among different groups. The
international rate of migration in the labor forces is
still low in EU countries. This is important to
alleviate the high unemployment in several EU
countries. In the recent times we have been seeing
more and more flexibility due to the following
factors:
Globalization
New technology/economy
IME (the International Monetary Union)
Some studies of unemployment in the EU countries
attribute it to the rigid labor market in these
countries. The inflexible nature of labor market in
the EU appears even on the data of work and job
movements which are low compared to recent
increases. EU labor market is described with a low
real wage flexibility, which makes economy stay
behind economic cycles (Simon Deakin and Gillian
Morris, Labor Law (2005)). Small movements in
the labor market are the results of specific
knowledge for large firms, and cross-cutting
industry and they restrict the labor force
movements as well as increase the costs of losing a
job. Anyway, EU countries are far away from
Albania in every aspect including employment and
his policies.

2.4.
The specific points of the labor market
in the European Union
Special emphasis is put on the need for more
coordination between labor market trends and the
educational system at the recent times. In the long
run, these two should be co-integrated, so they
need for a joint treatment and accepting the fact
that they dependent and affect each other (Carletto,
G 2004).
The UE average public spending on education is
5% of the GDP, but the existence of small
achievements from inferior groups is still present.
Statistical data show that 1 in 5 person aged 18-24
years have only the high school qualification or
less (Norman Selwyn, Selwyn's Law of
Employment (2008) Oxford University Press). On
the other hand, about 33% of the adult populations
are taking part in some of the reforms to continue
education or training.
The educational system reforms are based on
market (Simon Honeyball, Honeyball and Bowers'
Textbook on Employment Law (2008)). Special
emphasis is placed on increasing achievements by
applying: (a) an open registration, b) management
based on school, c) publishing tables of success and
d) institutional competition.

2.3.
Employment Directives In The
European Union (EU)
EU employment guidelines are based on four
strategic pillars: They are:
 Employment Opportunities
 Entrepreneur
 Appropriateness
 Equal opportunities
The first pillar (employment opportunities) has to
do with the supply side of labor market. It engages
for active rather than passive measures and reduces
the lack of qualification (e.g. measures aiming to
combat long-term unemployment and the youth
one, an appropriate policy of employment in terms
of social benefits, taxes and training needs; training
in the context of lifelong learning, reducing
discrimination and the promotion of social
integration through easier access to employment).
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 EU labor market is described with a low real
wage flexibility, which leaves employment behind
economic cycles.
 I recommend development of an active policy
to deal with young people in disadvantaged
positions
 The importance and quality of active policies
should be assessed regularly
 Labor market information must be improved
so that based on this information we can make
studies linked with workforce.

3.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
 Two factors have been affecting Albania since
the beginning of the work force transition, which
are the restructuring of state enterprises and the
high rate of migration
 The employment in the state sector has
decreasing trends while in the private
nonagricultural sector it has growing trends.
 Selfemployment has had an increasing trend
from year to year. Unemployment is at a high level
in Albania and as regarding the wages, it was
noticed an increase of them year after year.
 Youth labor market is characterized by relative
low participation and employment scale and high
levels of unemployment in Albania as well as in
many EU countries.
 Current legislation is based on the work
models and the Western policies (Stephen F. Befort
and John W. Budd, Invisible Hands, Invisible
Objectives). We have the Procedure Code of the
Republic of Albania, Law on State labor
Inspectorate, the Law for Employment Promotion
as well as many decisions and government
guidelines.
 Employment policy's main objective is to
support job seekers in finding a suitable job.
Employment policies are an important tool for
improving the situation of the labor market.
 Based on official statistics of the EU countries
and EUROSTAT the EU labor market has been
improving since 1996
 EU employment guidelines are based on four
strategic pillars. They are opportunities for
employment, entrepreneurship, adaptability and
equal opportunities.
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Abstract
This article presents the general concepts of home automation. A new model of home automatisation
which gives the user an unique feeling of security and comfort is going to be implemented. The solution
proposed in this paper has advantages in contrast to the existing solutions affordable by large masses of the
population; but also by the increased safety.
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able to communicate in an integrated manner,
leading to benefits in terms of comfort, energy
efficiency and safety.
"Automatic homes" were continuously exhibited in
world invention fairs and in popular mediums for
creating science fiction. However, the factors such
as complexity issues, competition between
suppliers, multiple incompatible standards, and
large expenses limited the penetration of the
concept of smart home among the vast majority of
people. As a result, this system isn’t accesible for
everyone, unless the users have ambitious passions

1. Introduction
The theme of the research was chosen according to
two of the most important current problems: an
individual and a developer face. Therefore from the
point of view of the individual it was approached
the issue of individual property security, and for of
developer the issue addressed is of interoperability
of several software modules that make up an
integrated system.
An intelligent security system for house was
developed aiming to address the individual’s issue.
The system can detect changes in temperature,
humidity, light, changes of concentration of
inflammable gas in the air or changes in the
concentration of carbon monoxide in air.
Accordingly, depending on certain external stimuli
the system can open / close the gas pipe and can
stop / start the power supply. With the help of these
two actions the system prevents unpleasant
accidents that can happen in case of owner if not
home. This system is both autonomous and manual.
The second approached issue is the developer’s
dilemma. It is often met in the attempt to use
simultaneously
at
least
two
different
modules/systems. This proposed architecture will
integrate under the same system eight different
modules that together must solve the problem of
property security.

2.1 Practical implementation – examples
(figure 1 & figure 2).
2.2 From concept to practical implementation
A household security system can be integrated with
a home automation system and may provide
additional services such as remote monitoring
security cameras using the Internet, or central
locking of all doors and windows as defined by
user (Figure 1).
With home automation, the user can select live
streaming webcams from an external Internet
source for their home. Security systems could
include motion sensors(Figure 2) that will detect
any unauthorized movement and can notify the
owner via security system or via mobile phone.
The automation system can simulate the scenario
where the house is being occupied by automatically
adjusting the lighting or window coverings.
Detection systems such as fire alarm, gas leaks(3
from Figure 2), carbon monoxide(4 from Figure 2),
or water leaks(6 from Figure 2) can be integrated
with a remote warning system(1&2 from Figure 2).
Personal medical alarm systems allow an occupant
of the house to be able to ask for help when
needed, as well.

2. General Concepts
Home automation represents expanding the
residential assembly by building automatization.
Domotics deals with home automation, household
related work or activities. Automation may include
centralized control of lighting, heating, ventilation,
air conditioning, appliances, security gates of locks
and doors and other systems that can provide
improved comfort, energy efficiency and security.
For the elderly and disabled persons automatization
can provide a higher quality of life.
The popularity of home automation has greatly
increased in recent years due to greater
accessibility,
simplicity
and
smartphone
connectivity to the Internet. The concept of the
"Internet of Things" (IoT) is closely related to the
popularization of home automation.
A home automation system integrates electrical
devices in a home. The techniques used in home
automation include the following: building
automation and control of internal activities such as
home entertainment systems, indoor plants and
watering the yard, pet food, ambience change for
different events (such as celebrations or parties),
and the use of domestic robots (for cleaning).
Devices can be connected through a home network
to allow control using a personal computer and
allow remote access through internet via a secure
environment to prevent foreigners to control the
home. By integrating information technologies in
the home environment, systems and devices are

2.3 Costs
The costs include mainly equipment, components,
furniture, and custom installations.
Costs increase due to higher electricity prices to
run the control systems, maintenance costs for
network systems, including troubleshooting and
possibly the cost of modernization once the
standards increase. Augumented complexity can
also increase maintenance costs for network
devices. Cloud-based services that support the
installation can also involve fees for installation,
use or both.
Learning to effectively use a complex system can
take significant time.
Security control system can be difficult and costly,
especially if the control system extends beyond the
origin (technology - wireless), eg by wireless or
internet connection or other networks.
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Necessary products for the proposed architecture
are purchased from Romania and the currency used
for this study is RON.

considered calibration data of the product. This
calibration can take from one hour to three hours
tops. This aspect can be seen as a minus because
the system can not adapt as soon as it happens in
case of more expensive systems.
The system has been autonomously tested by
applying 2 batteries: one of 7.4V with 1900mAh
aiming to start and stabilise Arduino component
and one of 12V 2200mAh who’s task is to start
Raspberry Pi. In autonomous mode the system
runned approximately 3 hours under normal - free
alerts circumstances and an hour in case of
continue alerts.

Table 1. Goods purchased and their prices:
Raspberry PI model b + frame +
charger
Arduino uno V3
Sensor MQ 7 – Carbon monoxide
and MQ 4 – flammable gases
Sensor LM50 and SYH-2R
Phototransistor sensor
Cables, condenser, resistences
Servo motors Futaba 180 degrees
Battery LiPo 7.4V 1000mAh

310 RON
110 RON
78 RON
10 RON
10 RON
15 RON
130 RON
80 RON

2.5 Possible improvement of the system
In the future the system can be successfully
implemented in different mediums such as cars as a
fire protection system due to engine overheating; in
data centers as auxiliary system of protection
against overheating and / or in case the main
system fails; office buildings both as a fire-related
safety system and a system for refreshing
compartment air.
A possible future implementation: Based on the
temperature and carbon monoxide sensor the
system will collect information from the
environment and will store this data. Based on the
data stored in the system, it will "learn" in between
what temperature ranges or gas concentration will
the ventilation be on. Therefore after about a month
of collecting data, the system can accurately predict
( 60% or more accurately) when ventilation in the
building will be either on or off. This will result in
energy savings because the ventilation will run
only between certain optimum parameters.

As can be seen from the table above the financial
resources needed to make the prototype for the
proposed solution is 644 RON; these expenses
don’t include the hours of work nor any boxes /
design-related devices.
Compared with market prices of a smart
automatisation system that comes with additional
video monitor (50RON), the solution proposed and
developed is superior in terms of price.
At this point on the Romanian market the least
expensive alike system amounts to over 25,000
RON.
2.4 Proposed solution - Current concepts
Currently the proposed system has been tested
successfully for a period exceeding one month in 5
different houses. The data received have an index
of success of 80%, the remaining 20% is
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Figure 1. System’s hardware scheme

Legend:
1.RasperryPi
2.Arduino UNO
3.Sensors – MQ4 Semiconductor Sensor for Naturas Gas
4. Sensors – MQ7 Carbon Monoxide Sensor
5. Sensors – Humidity SYH-2R

2.

1.
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3.

4.

5.

Figure 2. Legend elements
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Abstract
With the rapid development of Internet and the emergence of Web 2.0 sites, user interaction has increased
considerably, widening the scope of word-of mouth communication. People can now access information,
exchange ideas and opinions, join various networks and socializing groups, regardless of their position on
the globe. This new means of communication, electronic word of mouth (e-WOM), makes it possible for
users to be inter-connected and participate in a continuous flow of information exchange. In literature,
there have been identified multiple factors that can define electronic word of mouth and it has been noted
that this phenomenon can influence the purchase intention of online consumers. However, due to the
complexity of e-WOM, it’s very difficult to offer a single definition of this concept. Considering the ample
area that electronic word of mouth may have an impact on, this article proposes a literature review of
possible factors that influence the purchase intentions. Results will provide a baseline for developing a
possible model for electronic word of mouth and its role in the purchase intention.
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effectiveness of e-WOM on consumers’ purchase
intention by systematically reviewing the factors
investigated in literature.

INTRODUCTION
With the exponential growth in the IT sector,
people can nowadays access Internet from
anywhere; there are no time or place limitations.
This type of advancement has deeply changed the
way people communicate with each other and has
lead to a new form of communication: electronic
word of mouth. E-WOM is most frequently used
online especially on social networks, forums or any
other community type website. Consumers,
therefore, can easily share their experiences or
opinions on various goods and services. By the
same token, they can seek for other people’s
opinions online and analyze their experience with a
specific product even if they do not know
personally the user who posted the review. The
opinions and comments can be found from
different online sources including companies’
websites and websites created by consumers, social
networks, blogs and different electronic forms
(Lerrthaitrakul et al., 2014).
Sharing information, opinions, and experiences is a
natural reaction for people, as it comes in their
instinct to socialize and participate in group
activities. Online, this type of behavior has been
transfused to social media platforms (Heinonen,
2011). These sites are considered hybrid in the idea
that they offer possibilities for electronic word of
mouth (so users to interact with one another) but
also possibilities for marketers to promote their
products to a wider range of consumers, with a
very low cost (Chi, 2011).
The most popular sites where people choose to
disseminate information on various topics are web
2.0 ones, especially social media sites (Facebook,
Reddit, Linkedin, Twitter), forums, and niched
blogs. Activity on such platforms leads to the
creation of user generated content (UGC) which is
the baseline for electronic word of mouth: product
related experiences are shared and opinions
exchanged (Mohammad et al, 2011). The change to
electronic information channels has also introduced
decision makers to a much wider and easy-toaccess collection of “friends” that may potentially
influence decision making (Tham et al., 2013).
As an Internet-based version of word of mouth, eWOM has become a major informational source for
consumers before they buy the products (Lin et al.,
2013). Whereas many studies have examined the
importance and roles various factors of electronic
word of mouth that may influence the purchase
intention have(e.g., Lin et al. 2013, Lerrthaitrakul
et al. 2014, Zamil, 2011, Akyuz 2013, Jalilvand et.
al, 2011, Chang et. al, 2011), there has not been
compiled an integrative list of factors that define eWOM and have a role in the purchase decision.
Therefore, this study aims to synthesize the

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
WORD OF MOUTH (WOM)
Word of mouth (WOM) is considered one of the
most influential sources of information since the
beginning of human society (Yayli et. Al, 2011).
Before Internet, word of mouth was the preferred
method for people to share their ideas and
experiences with various products. Because of its
importance and influence on consumers and their
buying decision, WOM is a concept that has been
analyzed for many decades by scholars and
practitioners from different perspectives. As a
result, in literature there are various definitions for
WOM, which remain congruent decades later, and
describe word of mouth as an “oral, person-to
person communication between receiver and a
communicator whom the receiver perceives as noncommercial, regarding a brand, product or
service” (Kaijasilta 2013, p.7). Word of mouth
takes place when one individual shares with
another any type of information regarding a certain
good, product, service. What differentiates WOM
from other types of communication is its non
commercial character. Consumers that engage in
word of mouth,can be assured that the information
obtained will be custom-tailored for their needs
without any hidden objectives (opposite to ads
where the main goal is to sell the product). Another
factor specific to WOM is the need for social
support for participants: they seek confirmation
that they acquired the right product. WOM is a
social behavior, where the consumer gets in contact
with a wide range of people from close friends and
family to acquaintances (Ryu and Feick, 2007).
The similarities between the sender and receiver of
the message may be very important when it comes
to developing new attitudes towards brands
(Kaijaslista, 2013). Considering that conversation
has a high perceived credibility, it is often the case
that WOM has a strong impact on how people
evaluate their purchasing options.
Due to Internet’s global nature, users can now
communicate, exchange ideas regardless of their
locations. This type of behavior led to the creation
of electronic word of mouth, which has been used
more and more in the recent years.
ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH (e-WOM)
On a superficial approach, one may be tempted to
assume that electronic word of mouth is a mere
extension of word of mouth in the online space.
WOM is defined as a non commercial form of
sharing messages about specific products, services,
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brands, from a communicator to a receiver.
However, when it comes to electronic word of
mouth, people who do engage in this activity
perform different activities compared to those in
the real world, since communication takes place in
a virtual environment (Park et al., 2011).
Considering that it’s a recent phenomenon, eWOM is not yet fully understood and very well
defined. There have been attempts in the literature
to offer an explanation to what e-WOM may imply.
One of them was given by Henning-Thurau et al.
(2004) who suggested this definition: “any positive
or negative statement made by potential, actual, or
former customers about a product or company,
which is made available to a multitude of people
and institutions via Internet” (p.39).
An important aspect to mention is that several
studies have found that WOM communication
influences the purchase intention of consumers,
their attitudes, beliefs and the pre and post usage of
a product (Arnaud and Lilien, 2008). Even if it
hasn’t been thoroughly researched, there have been
various papers that underlined the importance of
electronic word of mouth in online consumer’s
buying decision. Therefore, there is a need to
understand the depth of the impact of e-WOM on
users.

that decide to use this means of communication
may have their purchase intention altered,
especially by people who already had a shopping
experience with that specific good (Ahmad et al.,
2014).
Electronic word of mouth is regarded as a critical
source for consumers when making a buying
decision. Some related studies have also indicated
that e-WOM messages are a great way for
consumers to obtain information about certain
products and also decrease the uncertainty revolved
around online shopping.
A very important finding of a study conducted by
Frambach, Roest, and Krishnan (2007) states that
consumers who search for information online,
about services and products, will consider buying
the product and services in three main stages.
These are: pre-purchase stage, purchasing stage and
post-purchasing stage. According to their research,
consumers that searched for online reviews of
products and services, also engaged in commenting
on their own, to share their opinions (either positive
or negative) with respect to their experience of
buying those products online and also utilizing
them in the post purchase stage. Blackwell,
Miniard, and Engel (2006) stated that during the
consumers’ decision process they face various
factors that influence them, either caused by the
environment (online medium, site) or by the
context (topic discussed, how others reacted to
that). Such elements play an important role in the
final buying decision. It can be included in the list
their social status, culture, personal motives,
family,
and sometimes even religion. Before the actual
purchase, many people spent time reading
suggestions, reviews given by experienced
customers, or specialists in a certain field. Their
opinions do make a difference and influence the
purchase intentions which eventually will alter the
final decision (Lerrthaitraku et. al, 2014).
Nowadays, almost every website that is devoted to
online sales, offers the chance for users to review
their services/goods and share their shopping
experience. While making a purchase decision,
many consumers are influenced by these
comments, ratings and may adopt a positive or
negative attitude towards the product. According to
Mudambiet. al (2010, p. 186), a customer review is
a: “peer-generated product evaluation that
facilitates the consumer’s purchase decision
process.” One of the findings of a Nielsen study
(2012) states that 70% of consumers world wide
trust online reviews, whilst 30% still believe in
traditional advertising through broadcast and
printed ads. The same study revealed that online
reviews increased in credibility with 15% in the
past four years.

PURCHASE INTENTION
Purchase intention is associated to consumer’s
intention to purchase a particular product or
service. According to Fishbein and Azjen (1975),
purchase intention is considered to be the single
most accurate predictor of actual purchase
behavior. Various studies have been conducted on
this topic, and their results found statistically
significant
relationships
between
purchase
intention and actual purchase behaviors. This factor
seems to be most influential on the consumer
durable goods category, where purchase intention
can be a good measurement for buying behavior.
Godes and Mayzlin (2009) conducted a study on
how exogenous word of mouth would affect sales.
The results showed that WOM is the main cause
for the higher level of sales in the organization (Lin
et. al, 2013).
The decision process and psychosocial activity are
involved in the stages of evaluating, acquiring,
consuming or ordering of goods and services. With
the development of Internet and globalization, the
market has exploded: nowadays consumers are
facing the issue of “confusion by over-choice”.
There are many brands available for the same type
of product, which makes it difficult for the average
consumer to take a decision. That is why there is a
strong need for a medium to help people cut
through the advertizing “clutter” and choose a
product that would fit their needs. This is where
electronic word of mouth comes in, and consumers
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Park et al (2011) defined e-WOM effect as “the
effect by e-WOM to affect purchase decision
making”.
WOM and e-WOM both are interactive ways to
exchange information regarding consumption.
According to Brezeale (2009) the online side of
communication is not as spontaneous as the offline
one. This argument lies on the fact that the
participants of an online conversation can answer
in their own rhythm, while offline conversations
demand instant reaction/reply. However, thanks to
the evolution of social media sites and telephone
industry, electronic word of mouth has started to
become a
more spontaneous
form of
communication, also more personal and direct
(Kaijasilta, 2013).

media on youth, decision making process in
management) were excluded.
FACTORS DEFINING E-WOM
After a first analysis of the articles, a number of 20
unique factors were identified as having a strong
connection with electronic word of mouth and
impacting consumers’ purchase intention. For a
better overview, these factors have been presented
in Table 1.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the question of which factors
defining electronic word of mouth have an impact
on the purchase intentions of online consumers, by
following a systematic literature review. Results
have shown that there are numerous elements that
may influence the buying behavior of online
consumers. However, researchers have chosen to
study factors of their own interest and there is little
integration among all of them. Various retail fields
have been approached (electronic goods, clothing,
tourism) and it remains unknown which are the
exact elements of e-WOM that do have an impact
on consumers’ behavior.
Nevertheless, this compilation of electronic word
of mouth factors, from literature sets a good
baseline to obtain a more defined view on the exact
correlation between e-WOM and the purchase
intention.

RESEARCH METHOD
In order to analyze the existing research on
electronic word of mouth and its role in the
purchase intention, this paper applied a systematic
literature review method. In this manner, coherent
and clear results can be obtained in order to
summarize existing factors which define e-WOM
and how it affects consumers’ buying behavior.
The first step for implementing a systematic
review, was to identify journals and conference
papers that investigated the effectiveness of
electronic word of mouth on consumers’ purchase
intention. Various databases were also consulted
such as ACM, Science Direct, Sage, EBSCO host,
JSTOR, Pro Quest, Google Scholar. The keywords
used for searching were: electronic word of mouth,
factors defining electronic word of mouth, e-WOM
and purchase intention, online purchase intention,
electronic word of mouth and impact on purchase
intention, and influence of electronic word of
mouth on buying decisions. Because researchers
often use purchase intention and purchase
decision, other terms were added to the search
query: electronic word of mouth in decision
making, influence of e-WOM on decision making.
Also, the term influence is interchangeable with the
term impact, so more search has been done using
the latter.
Initially 104 articles were collected on the topic of
electronic word of mouth, decision making process
and purchase intention. However, not all of them
analyzed e-WOM and purchase intention within the
same study and very few of these articles included
defining e-WOM in the mix. Only research that
approached the role of electronic word of mouth in
online consumers’ purchase intention was selected.
Thus, at the end of the search query, 23 articles are
considered to be relevant. Studies that were
approaching e-WOM and purchase intention from
different perspectives (i.e. the impact of social
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Table 1 Factors defining electronic word of mouth and their involvement in purchase intention
No.
E-WOM Factor
Description
Article (s)
Akyur et. al (2013),
a type of electronic word-of-mouth
Yayli et. al (2011),
which provides product information and
Lerrthaitakul et. al
1
Customer reviews
recommendations from the customers’
(2014), Lamba et. al
perspective
(2014), Almana
(2013)
the degree of influence coming from
Akyur et. al (2013),
2
Interpersonal influences
peers and people belonging to the same
Ahmad et. al (2014),
social group
Jalilvand et. al (2011)
Akyur et. al (2013),
Experience with buying from the same
3
Previous shopping experience
Chang et. al (2012),
retailer of the same product
Lin et. al (2013)
how marketing related information is
Akyur et. al (2013),
4
Perceived credibility
perceived by consumers on social
Ahmad et. al (2014)
networking sites
credibility of the message transmitted
Chang et. al (2012),
5
Message trustworthiness
during e-WOM process
Yayli et. al (2011)
mobile shopping is growing more
popular, and e-WOM exchanged on
6
Mobile e-WOM
Zamil (2011)
mobile devices can influence the
purchase decision
Yayli et. al (2011),
7
Review characteristics
consistency and word quality
Almana (2013)
If the person posting the review fits
Yayli et. al (2011),
8
Reviewer characteristics
with the social criteria of the consumer
Almana (2013)
Yayli et. al (2011),
9
Website characteristics
how the website is structured, the layout
Almana (2013)
if there are any emotional attachments
10
Product involvement
Lin et. al (2013)
towards a product, or any other interests
corporate/brand image facilitates
customers’ knowledge about the level
Lin et. al (2013),
11
Brand image
of quality offered by a certain company, Themba et. al (2013),
and decreases hesitation during the
Bataineh (2015)
purchasing decision
Lin et. al (2013),
the convincing power of comments
Lerrthaitakul et. al
12
E-WOM quality
rooted in an informational message, to
(2014), Batain et. al
influence purchase decision
(2015)
Lin et. al (2013),
the amount of information customers
Lerrthaitakul et. al
13
E-WOM quantity
received influence their purchase
(2014), Batain et. al
decision of products and services
(2015), Lamba et. al
(2014)
the dependence degree of people with
Akyur et. al (2013),
14
E-WOM credibility
their peers, valuing their opinion more
Lerrthaitakul et. al
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as opposite to an online review
15

Perceived value

16

Product review rating

17

Environment influence

18

Viral marketing

19

E-WOM valence (positive, negative)

20

Experience with online reviews

The value perceived by the consumers
by engaging in e-WOM
if a product has a good rating, most
likely it will influence the purchase
intention of consumers
e-WOM can have a stronger impact
according to the platform where it takes
place: for some people it will be more
relevant on facebook, others will prefer
shopping sites or forums etc.
the effectiveness of e-WOM across
social networks, forums and other social
platforms
the type of information provided
through e-WOM may influence
positively or negatively the purchase
intention
an important factor which helps
evaluate the trustworthiness of the
information source
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(2014), Batain et. al
(2015)
Lamba et. al (2014)
Lamba et. al (2014),
Almana (2013)

Almana (2013),
Ahmad et. al (2014)

Ahmad et. al (2014)

Chang et. al (2012),
Almana (2013)
Akyur et. al (2013),
Lin et. al (2013)
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Abstract
Working with the Brundtland definition of sustainable development, this article aims to shed some light
on the ethical choices that are implied and raised by this concept and attempts to sketch the main ideas of
the ecological ethos of the global community. In essence, this article argues that the adoption and
implementation of the concept of sustainable development implies an ethical package that needs to be
understood, assumed and adapted by the stakeholders that define and enact implementing measures. With
the intent to clarify some of the ethical assumptions, such as value of nature, the precautionary principle
and intergenerational equity, the article reviews some important points of the discussions on various
standpoints of the ongoing debates. Even though the ethical standpoints are by their nature a personal
choice of each of us, they have an impact at a larger, arguably, global scale.
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1

Introduction

2
The Ethical Standpoints of Sustainable
Development

Whenever talking about sustainable development,
the widely acknowledged Brundtland definition is a
reference:
“Sustainable
development
is
development that meets the needs of the present,
without compromising the abilities of future
generations to meet their own needs” (WCED,
1987).
Starting from this definition we can start to unfold
the meaning of the concept. Looking in more detail,
the ethical implications of this definition are
revealed, as they are embedded in the economic,
social and environmental aspects of sustainable
development. What is more important is that the
decisions that need to be made in order to
implement the concept of sustainable development
also imply ethical positions.
Since the issuing of the definition of the Brundtland
Commission, several tens of other definitions have
been proposed by scholars and practitioners in
order to transform the concept into an operational
reality. In 2007, there were catalogued around 300
alternative definitions and variously modified
definitions of “sustainable development” (Santillo,
2007). However, a clear meaning is still intangible.
Moreover, sustainable development still means
different things to different stakeholders.
One rather obvious and superficial connotation of
sustainable development refers to a development
that is continuous, that can be sustained
indefinitely. This sense is somewhat trivial and
contradictory at some level, leading to various
critical comments and to some people considering
the idiom of “sustainable development” an
oxymoron (Santillo, 2007).
However, the concept of sustainable development
aims to incorporate not just the traditional
objectives of economic growth but also the
ecological and social ones. The report of the
Brundtland Commission states that human needs
are basic and essential and that economic growth is
to sustain these needs but in a context of equity and
sharing resources with the poor.
In a study made by the Board on Sustainable
Development of the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences, Our Common Journey: A Transition
toward Sustainability, the authors clarify what the
sustainable development concept implies the “what
is to be sustained” and “what is to be developed”.
Thus nature (meaning the earth, biodiversity and
ecosystems), life support (referring to ecosystem
services and resources) and human communities
(including the culture, groups, and places) are to be
sustained. In addition people (meaning life
expectancy, education, equity, and equal
opportunity), economy (referring to wealth,
productive sectors, consumption) and society
(implying institutions, social capital, states, and
regions) are to be developed (NRC US, 1999).

Before presenting the main discussion points of this
article, some clarifications are due regarding the
concepts that are used throughout the following
paragraphs and also some of the assumptions the
author operates with in arguing the main points.
First of all, the concept of ethics needs clarification.
This article operated with the concept of ethics as it
is the branch of knowledge that deals with moral
principles that govern a person's behaviour or the
conducting of an activity. Moreover, ethics tries to
establish a set of rules to determine what can be
viewed as “good” or “bad” behaviour. However, as
there is no universal “right” or “wrong”, there is no
universally accepted code of ethics.
Starting from the premises of a relative truth, one
then must always raise the question “right for
whom? Wrong for whom?”. The rights and wrongs
are usually defined by an individual’s morals. As
the moral code of a certain community naturally
evolves in time and space, according to the
dynamics of the cultural background and the
specific situation of the involved groups of people,
the definitions of right and wrong also change over
time and across different geographical areas.
Therefore, in order to change the ethics of an entire
society in a specific direction, the morals of a
critical number of individuals must be changed in
that same direction at a certain moment in the
historical time.
Debating over ideas is one way of changing the
morals of communities. In situations in which
reasonable people disagree, it is helpful and
necessary to be able to sort out what each party
believes and why. In order to reach a decision, an
ethical reasoning protocol is necessary to
investigate the situations through the lenses of
veracity (what is known or believed about the
situation), transparency (what is unknown in the
situation) and responsibility (who is responsible for
what).
Whenever different stakeholders committed to the
implementation of the concept of sustainable
development need to make decisions regarding
practical matters, usually the debate is difficult as
the different parties have different ethical
standpoints of the sustainable development concept
that are integrated in their pre-existent set of
values. For this reason, this article aims to clear
some of the ideas regarding the ethics of those
willing to consistently implement sustainable
development, meaning to provide the first step of
the protocol, veracity.
More specifically, the article aims to list some of
the known opinions and positions in the debates
regarding some aspects of the concept of
sustainable development such as: the value of the
nature,
the
precautionary
principle
and
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intergenerational equity. By no means have the
authors wanted to suggest that these are the only
ethical points embedded in the concept of
sustainable development, merely that these are the
ones in the scope of this article and that as for none
of these points the debate is settled.
The author considers that before a community is
able to agree on a course of action intended to solve
environmental problems or implement sustainable
development, which are issues that transcend any
and all individual sciences, a higher perspective is
necessary. By higher perspective the author refers
to a perspective that is more inclusive than the
current dispersed viewpoints formed by the
different scientific disciplines such as economics,
political sciences, environmental sciences or human
sciences proposes at the moment. Before reaching
this higher perspective, the review of the points of
debate on different issues is helping to clarify the
baseline of the discussions.
2.1

considers humans as part of the nature not the
managers of it, emerged.
In 1948, Aldo Leopold, considered the father of
ecological philosophy and environmental ethics,
presented the idea of preservation – affirming that
all species should be valued based on their biotic
right to life. With his concept of land ethic,
Leopold argues that nature has intrinsic value,
rejecting the utilitarian view as it conferred value
on nature only if it is valuable to human prosperity
(Leopold, 1948).
Fifty years later, the continuator of Leopold’s work
J. B. Callicott proposes a holistic ethics, which
includes duties towards and sacrifices for Earth
(Callicott, 1989). He thus formulated a new
environmental ecocentric paradigm which is
holistic and non-anthropocentric.
Building on Callicott’s ideas, Rolston became the
most eminent representative of the holistic
environmental philosophy and ethics. Rolston
(1989) argues that the interest of the individual is
secondary to the interest of the whole. Opposing
this idea is the individualistic ethics of Taylor
(1986) which is based on the principle that every
organism or community of living beings has
intrinsic value and therefore deserves to be subject
of moral treatment.
Another standpoint in this dispute is raised by
Passmore (1980) who rejects the widening of the
scope of morality by allowing a moral status to
non-human beings. Passmore argues that only
because the state of ecosystems impacts the human
life and values, people have do have obligations
concerning nature.
Going back to the example of the farmer that needs
to clear the forest to ensure his livelihood, under
some code of morals he could clear it, but under a
different set of morals he could not. The world is
filled with farmers that need to take similar
decisions. If each farmer takes the decision to clear
the forest, pretty soon there could be very little
forests. This type of situation, similar in nature with
Hardin’s (1968) tragedy of the commons, is not the
best outcome for the global community. Moreover,
from a consequentialist stand point, these decisions
to clear the forest are, arguably, wrong because of
the effects of massive deforestation.
At this point one should consider the perspective of
the farmer. He knows only what can happen to his
family if he does not clear the forest, and he is most
probably unaware of the bigger perspective of what
the clearing of the forest entails and the impact of
his actions. Operating with the survival of his kind
in mind, can anyone argue that he is morally
wrong?
In such cases, society at large, or rather informed
stakeholders have a different perspective about the
consequences of clearing the forest and could
create a sets of policies that could be implemented
in order to ensure the preservation of natural

The Value of Nature

As sustainable development implies the
sustainability of nature in general and biodiversity
and ecosystems in particular, the need to take
measures to protect the environment is deduced
from the Brundtland Commission’s definition.
How much we conserve of nature and how we do it
is based on value we attribute to nature.
Stakeholders that make conservation decisions
operate based on certain principles. Let’s imagine
for example a situation in which a farmer wants to
clear some part of the forest to plant crops in order
to ensure the survival of his family. If in this case,
the specific forest area to be cleared is inhabited by
a species that is in danger of becoming extinct,
there will also be stakeholders – such as NGOs for
example– that will militate so that the farmer does
not clear the specific forest area. Whenever arguing
for one position or another, whether conserving the
forest or not, it is necessary to state the ethical
principles of the voices arguing in order to be able
to have transparent and more effective discussions
and negotiations.
Before we could settle any discussion on
conservation, let’s first take a look at the perception
of the value of nature, which has continuously
evolved during the last centuries. Thinking and
acting like nature was something to be tamed, the
first settlers of the North American continent
operated with a frontier ethic, assuming an
unlimited supply of resources. Whenever the
resources become limited, more could be found
elsewhere or alternatively substitutes could be
created. This ethic is completely anthropocentric
and considers only the needs of the human beings.
As decades passed and perceptions of communities
evolved, nature became something of value that
requires protection. Environmental ethics, which
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habitats. The type and nature of intervention in this
case is a different topic altogether which is not in
the current scope of the article.
From a philosophical perspective, the value of
nature is still debatable. On the one hand, there is
the perspective of something having value only if
that something is perceived. On the other hand,
many agree with the perspective that the human
appreciation of an object is not the driver of the
value of the specific object.
Some of the authors (Leopold, 1948; Taylor, 1986;
Callicott, 1989) argue that there is intrinsic value in
nature and in all that is natural, while others
(Passmore, 1980; Rolston, 1989) present an
individualistic view, placing the human beings in
the centre of the value arguments. Economists and
ecologists sometimes argue in terms of “nature
being important because it sustains human life” vs.
“human activity sustains human communities”
mostly due to a different definition of value and
different scales of measuring value.
From a point of objective reality, this debate cannot
be won from any of the two views as reality
encompasses a multitude of perspectives which
coexist simultaneously. Decisions need to be made
based on priorities, priorities which could, ideally,
be set by the communities involved and affected by
the consequences of those decisions.
2.2

In addition, contemporary generations should also
keep in mind that present actions have unknown,
potentially harmful future effects and moreover,
some decisions create irreversible effects like the
case of species extinction, climate change or the
production of nuclear wastelands due to nuclear
testing and nuclear waste resulted from energy
production. In some parts of the world citizens
take action, like in Nevada (Kunreuther et al.,
1990) proving that nuclear waste is both a current
and a future concern of communities.
In the case of insufficient scientific evidence at the
moment of the analysis, the precautionary
principles advises that measures should be taken as
to avoid theoretically major risks or the existence
of a potential hazard. Actually, the fact that there is
no sufficient scientific evidence or scientific accord
on the matter, makes the decision subject to the
precautionary principle. Following this line of
argument, for problems such as climate change,
even without consensus of scientists, measures
should be taken in order to prevent potential future
disasters. Here of course starts a different debate, of
whom measures should be taken, meaning who is
responsible. The question of establishing
responsibility for taking action is however outside
the scope of the current article.
The scientific literature presents the precautionary
principle in two ways: either as ill-defined or as a
value judgement (Sandin et al., 2002; Charnley,
2000) or a guideline in environmental decision
making (Kriebel et al., 2001). The main argument
that the precautionary principle should be viewed
as a value judgement rests on the idea that it
expresses a subjective attitude – that of risk
adversity – and as an attitude, it cannot be
confirmed nor falsified by scientists (Charnley,
2000).
On the other hand, the precautionary principle can
be seen as an argument meant to affect policy
making. Kriebel et al. (2001) argue that this
principle has four components: taking preventive
action in the face of uncertainty; shifting the burden
of proof to the proponents of an activity; exploring
a wide range of alternatives to possibly harmful
actions; and increasing public participation in
decision making. Moreover, this study argues that
there is a complicated feedback relation between
scientific studies and the setting of policy and that
the precautionary principle highlights this tight.
As the debate whether current scientific proof or
estimations are enough to take a certain action to
avoid potential environmental hazards continues,
many decisions are postponed. However, in order
to move towards sustainability, towards preserving
the nature, all human actions should be, arguably,
governed by the precautionary principle. The
balance between action and inaction should rest,
arguably, on the shoulders of those that are mainly
affected by the issue under discussion. The first

The Precautionary Principle

Some human activities have hardly predictable
results. As in the example of the effect of the CFC
that led to the degradation of the ozone layer, some
consequences of human activities are not
anticipated and actions need to be taken as a
reaction to the effects which are sometimes
irreversible.
There are many uncertainties regarding the function
of ecosystems and the impacts of damages incurred
by them as a result of the human actions. Jonas and
Herr (1984) argue that the discrepancy between the
human ability to anticipate and the ability to act
implies an ethical choice that asks for a responsible
restraint when taking action. This idea is known as
the precautionary principle which states that in
matters of a certain magnitude, whenever there is
both a doom and bliss potential, greater weight
should be given to the prognosis of doom.
Current generations need to be aware of their
responsibility towards nature from a standpoint of
stewardship, referring mainly to the present impact
of the present-day anthropic actions. Humans are
affected today by the pollution caused by
automobiles currently in use. Moreover, the
existence of agricultural practices in Europe
represents a serious problem considering their
results in air, water and soil pollution (Stoate et al,
2001; Milovanovic, 2007).
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step however remains informing all the
stakeholders while the biggest challenge arises
when those affected are not those that currently can
act.
2.3

hypothesis which focus more on the economic or
the ecological perspective (Yew-Kwang, 2005).
Considering the case of climate change, it can be
argued that people continue to act in the same
incorrect way as they lack a complete
understanding of the consequences and impact of
their actions in a time span longer than an
individual’s lifetime. As the first generations that
used fossil fuels could not envision the effects of
their actions on the atmosphere, they started to
develop entire industries and a new way of life
based on the use of such fuels. Nowadays the
perspective on the effects of the use of fossil fuels
is much different, as there is significant debate
regarding the effects and consequences of building
entire industries on these fuels. This change in
perspective is based on the evolution of knowledge
of the human societies. Different studies (Knutti et
al. 2002, Wigley, & Raper, 2001, Forest et al,
2002), even though they make distinct predictions
regarding the evolution of the global climate as
they are based on different climate change models,
present however a consistent picture of future
climate, both within the two- to three-decade
planning horizon. These studies clearly point that
the problem of climate change is an issue that
transcends the time and actions from one
generation to the next.
Nevertheless, there is the crucial aspect of
geographically uneven effects of climate change.
Even though the global change in mean
temperature is expected to be around 0.68 K
(Zwiers, 2002), the uneven distribution of effects
across the globe creates local effects of climate
change, with generally greater warming over land
and at high latitudes than elsewhere. This means
that some of the future generations can suffer more
from the effects of the actions of current
generations. Even though humans operate with
ethics and base their judgements and decisions on
ideas of right versus wrong, the complex natural
systems do not obey the ethics of humans. Nature
does not operate in linear thinking of “deserving”
or “reward and punishment” used by humans. The
effects observed in ecosystems strictly follow
causes that currently elude the scientific
understanding.
On the philosophical level, it has been argued that
the actions of unborn individuals cannot affect the
welfare and freedom of currently living people
(Heilbroner, 1974). This statement suggests that
future generations cannot have moral claims that
are binding to the current generations. This aspect
is very important also from the perspective of
Taylor (1998) who goes further and asks what
happened with the rights of the current generations,
and what did the previous generations do with these
rights. As past generation did not really wondered
about the rights of future generations, why would
we start now? Intergenerational equity has not

Intergenerational Equity

When taking action and enacting policies,
governments face the dilemma whether to improve
the welfare of current population or to leave the
posterity to solve the environmental issues created
by intense economic development. As some policy
decisions raise moral questions of relations
between generations, we need to look into the
theory of justice between generations, which refers
to two different issues, environmental issues and
economic issues.
The economic issue refers in general to budget
deficits, long term debts incurred by governments,
and also the economic consequences of the
environmental policies.
On the other hand, the environmental issues
mention pollution of the soil, contamination of
water, extinction of species, loss of cultural
monuments due to urban developments,
deforestation, use of pesticides, the greenhouse
effect, release of chemicals in the atmosphere,
pollution of the atmosphere and the phenomenon of
acid rain, the use of nuclear energy and the problem
of the nuclear waste, damage of the ozone layer
(De-Shalit, 1992).
The sustainable development concept brings into
discussion the potential decision of current
generation to exhaust resources and thus make
them unavailable for future generations.
Deforestation is an example in which generation A
can create irreversible effects for the following
generation B, as the “forest” resource and all the
fauna and flora species are no longer there for
generation B. Arguably, these resources are
replaced with something else – let’s say arable land
that can sustain generation’s B food needs, but the
value of the replacement resources (agricultural
land) cannot be measured against the forest. This
comparison of value is the trap of interpersonal
utility comparisons and moreover, inter-temporal
comparisons. From the standpoint of the subjective
theory of value, the value of the forest for
generation A cannot be compared with the value of
the agricultural land for generation B. This issue
cannot be solved from the value perspective, and
another view, for example the level of property
rights can bring more clarity.
Whenever discussing the intergeneration equity, the
timeframe considered is a crucial factor in the
argumentation put forward. All economic
calculations based on an assumed discount factor
raise several problems, as the assumed discount
facture can be based on different working
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happened until the present moment, and it seems to
be a mere promise to constantly elusive future
generations.
There is also another perspective of the idea that no
generation has the so-called right to deplete
resources and to deprive future generations of
them. The simplistic framing that generation A
robs the potential for generation B to benefit from
resource X seems to imply that only benefits and
no costs are transferred into the future. If “past”
generations cannot fully use a resource, the
development possibilities are also restrainted. In
the absence of the steam engine, we would not be
arguing today about the problematic effects of the
use of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels would not be today a
resource that “needs to be conserved” as they
would have no value.
Yet another point is to be considered. When can we
say that a certain quantity of a resource is enough
for future generations? When “a certain amount”
stops being enough? Who gets to decide that a
specific resource remains in the “correct” amount
for further use?
In addition, it could be noted that our generation
has to pay for the errors of the past. We have to
find ways to clean up the mess our grandparents
made if we want to enjoy the full benefits of a
healthy nature. And this is not quite equitable.
The intergenerational equity refers mainly to
overexploitation (i.e. resource depletion, pollution)
and the economic aspect (i.e. budget deficit and the
economic consequences of environmental policies
such as nuclear weapons). Whether present
generations have a moral duty to consider how our
policies affect the interests, desire and needs of
future generations, as they depend on the actions of
present generations, is still debatable.
3

Ethical principles are important, but one also must
consider the implementation of the principles - the
background and the context. In order to implement
the same ethic principle, every group, nation or
type of stakeholders must adjust their current ideas
about the world and decide on the measures to be
taken considering the specificities of their region,
culture and current ethics. As the literature on
development clearly shows, there is no one recipe
to follow to obtain economic development in any
given region, and there can be no unique way to
achieve sustainable development across different
countries.
In the decision making process, major factors will
always be the culture and the specific morals of the
decision makers. As the ethical principles are
specific to each region, community or society, the
solutions to the particular problems should be
created on the local level but with the support of
the global community.
According to Russell (1981), concepts and ideas
and the status quo of society influence each other
constantly. Across the history of philosophy, some
thinkers argued for the tightening of social bonds
(dominance of the state in social relations and
economy) or at the other extreme, relaxing them
(anarchism and extreme subjectivism). This range
of ideas about the role of the state and the power
that the state is awarded over the individual have
the potential to create very different societies.
The problem of climate change and its extreme
potential consequences raise also the idea of a
global government. Will the global economy that
needs to take global mitigation measures lead to
global taxes and a global state? This will depend on
the future ideas regarding the need to involve
institutions, either private or public and their
awarded power.
The climate change problem also raises the issue of
responsibility. Who can or will oversee the
implementation of the solutions? As this problem
does not have an owner because responsibility can
easily be thrown in the backyard of past
generations or allocated by various algorithms to
nations.
What can legitimate the decision that a global
government can take? Will states be awarded the
power over individuals’ liberty to save the planet of
future human generations? Could market processes
provide an alternative solution? Could spontaneous
order in the context of well-informed actors bring
light and a decision course of action accepted by
all?
As all these questions are raised, the answer cannot
come from one particular field of philosophy,
science like political science or economy, never the
less the answers will be relevant to policy making.
A higher perspective, a more encompassing one
needs to emerge.

Discussion

Moving forward towards a more sustainable future
implies changing the ethics of enough people,
including politicians and business men.
Considering the impact that business decisions
have, creating a business environment that values
and adheres to the environmental ethics could
radically transform the landscape of the economic
processes and events.
In an article that proposes a business paradigm that
allows and enables the integration of environmental
ethics into the business decision, York (2009)
suggests that the pragmatic approach to decision
making can be used to obtain competitive
advantage. In the process of making morally
correct decisions, the pragmatist will be
encouraged to consider and carefully weight both
the reasoning, empirical grounded in reality, and
beliefs driven by community driving the decisions
and the possible consequences.
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Conclusions

The concept of sustainable development is by its
nature raising ethical questions and stakeholders
aiming to implement the concept need to decide
and express their perspective with respect to the
value of nature, the precautionary principle and
intergenerational equity.
This article aimed to highlight some of the ethical
aspects of sustainable development that need to be
taken into consideration during the decision making
process of business people and policy makers.
As ethics is not universal and is definitely not an
exact science, the clarification and transparency of
the ethical standpoints regarding sustainable
development may facilitate communications and
negotiations among stakeholders.
However, the lack of consensus on ethical points
cannot become an excuse or a reason for delay in
taking action. Arguably, the best solution would be
to adapt the implementation measures of
sustainable development to the local ethics.
In the current diversity of opinions and different
contexts of decision making - the aspects of
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary should not
be neglected, as for complex problems such as
climate change, no field of science can provide
answers. Moreover, science is not enough and
maybe different aspects of the human society such
as spirituality should be involved in solving
problems for which science does not have a clear
answer.
Arguably, the clarification of the ethical and moral
principles could improve the speed and efficiency
of the decision making process on the
environmental problems that affect the planet. The
coherence of human population on the goals and
priorities may not be achieved very soon, but this
does not mean that action can be taken locally but
in the context of a global perspective. Ethical
positions, although take at the individual level have
impact and relevance on the global scale.
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Abstract
The present work proves how the mathematic methods in economy may be a considerable support for the
manager of the enterprise. The use by the manager of the mathematic planning methods (computer
programming) allows him to take managerial decisions scientifically argued. The resolution processes of the
problem, a lot mathematicized, remain inaccessible for the managers of many companies. Aiming to reduce
the efforts, which require special preparations of the managers in the area of dynamic programming, we
propose a simple algorithm of repartition of the investments between the enterprises of the company in the
presented material . The volume of the production for the fixed fund may vary according to the specific of
the enterprise, related to the type of the technical, technological progress, to the structure of the final
product. We can distinguish different types of technical progress, with different effects of the past
work(materialized) contented in the value of the product.(Anastase I. 2010) The technical progress has an
important influence over the proportion between the production and the fixed funds, and helps increasing
the efficiency of the machinery. A determinant impact over this process is represented by the allocation of
the investments among the productive subdivisions. The analysis off economic efficiency of the enterprise
has some essentially different aspects: the most efficient allocation of the income of the enterprise between
the accumulation fund and the consumer fund; the best allocation of the productive accumulation fund
among different subdivisions; choosing the option of maximum efficiency from many options of project
elaborated for a given aim, in the limit of a certain fund allocated for the investment.
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The problem of the continuous rising of the
economic efficiency of the productive investments,
in the economic conditions of the market from UE,
for the enterprises in Romania represents one of the
central preoccupations of the managers of the
enterprise. The fundamental problems of the
enterprises are the use of a methodology of
scientific processing of the elaboration and
implementation of the versions of activity. The
economic efficiency of the investments of the
enterprise presents several aspects: qualitative and
quantitative.(Anastase I. 2011) The use by the
manager of the enterprise in the decisional
processes of the mathematical programming device
does not contradict the intuitive analysis, but brings
depth, scientific stringency and accuracy in the
intuitive reasoning, lifting the technical-economic
analysis of the functioning of the enterprise to a
superior level from a qualitative perspective,
according to the possibilities of the current stage of
development of the economic research. The
intuitive analysis of the options cannot take into
consideration effectively and properly all the
economic aspects. (Anastase I. 2010)The allocation
of the investments ( productive accumulations)
between the enterprises of a company is a problem
of dynamic programming, for which we can find in
the specialized bibliography a string of resolution
methods. Enterprises in Romania function in an
open economic environment, being engaged in an
economic competition with the member countries
of the EU. The material, financial, working
resources, including qualified work, are limited.
The productive potential of the enterprise is
determined by a string of exo, endogenous factors:
technologic progress, innovational level, the
availability of the fixed capital and its efficiency, of
the specific consumptions( at a unity of product) of
F   p x   p x  ...   p x  ...   p x   p x
n

k 1

n

(1)
k k

k 1

n

( 2)
k k

k 1

n

( j)
k k

k 1

m

( m)
k k

resources, the supply and demand on the market in
Romania, from EU; on the economic politics of the
enterprise, of the country, of the EU.(Anastase I.
2011) The enterprise cannot function efficiently at
the moment based on intuitively elaborated
programs(plans); it is imposed by the situation to
use at a maximum level all the possibilities in order
to become an enterprise of the future. However not
different the economic processes in different
enterprises would be, these can be shaped, exposed
in the language of the symbols. Consequently, the
problem can be formulated: the enterprise
(Anastase I. 2010)A can produce n products
(k=1,2,...,n), it has a number of s resources
(i=1,2,...,s) in the quantities a1, a2 ,..., ai, ..., as. For
the production of the products we may use m
technologies (j=1,2,..,m); the consumptions of the
resources s at a unity of product k after the
( j)

technology j are known, through which, noted aik
p of the k products are known. The
the prices k
problem that emerges is the elaboration of the
economical-mathematical model, through which we
can determine the optimum structure of the finite
products, the technologies through which these are
going to be created, in order to assure the maximum
income for the enterprise.(Anastase I. 2010)
( j)

We note xk

the volume of the
k=1,2,...,n;
products k created by the technology j,
j=1,2,...,m. The initial data, necessary for the
elaboration of the economical-mathematical model,
are presented in table 1. (Anastase I. 2010)The
criterium of optimization: the total income from the
commercialization of all the made products, after
all the technologies, meaning

n

j 1 k 1

Regrouping the terms of the function-aim,
we get

( j)
k k

m

m

m

m

j 1

j 1

j 1

j 1

F   p1 x1( j )   p2 x2( j )  ...   pk xk( j )  ...   pn xn( j )
The aim-function F can be written and
interpreted economically more explicitly.
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These restrictions may be written and interpreted in the following way:
a11(1) x1(1)  a12(1) x2(1)  ...  a1(1k) xk(1)  ...  a1(1n) xn(1)

+

a11( 2) x1( 2)  a12( 2) x2( 2)  ...  a1(k2) xk( 2)  ...  a1(n2) xn( 2)

a21(1) x1(1)  a22(1) x2(1)  ...  a2(1k) xk(1)  ...  a2(1n) xn(1)

+

a21( 2) x1( 2)  a22( 2) x2( 2)  ...  a2( 2k) xk( 2)  ...  a2( 2n) xn( 2)

...

...
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+...
+
+...
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The consuming of the resources
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Tabelul 1. – The initial data necessary for the elaboration of the economico-mathematical model
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The conditions of the problem must be
completed with additional restrictions. As we know,
productive costs (C) are functions of the volume of
the production (X), which means C=f(X). The costs
Care made of Fixed Cost, FCand Variable Cost,
VC(X), which means C(X)=FC+VC(X). The income
of the company depends on the price P from the
positions, on the volume of the commercialized
products. (Anastase I. 2011)The growing of the
volume X contributes to the reduction of the fixed
costs per unity for the product X; to the growing of
the variable costs VC (figure 1).

m

relations(the restriction)

x
j 1
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because
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x
j 1

( j)
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( j)
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 k1 M k  0 and,
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only
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If, for instance,Yk=1, then from the relation
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( j)
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 d k ; if xk=0 from the restriction

( j)
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 k d k we obtain Yk=0; if xk≥dk, then the

m

x

( j)
k

m
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x
j 1

( j)
k

 k d k is satisfied for any

value from the possible ones Yk=0; Yk=1, and from
m
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x
j 1

 x1(1)
 (1)
 x1
 x (1)
 2
 x 2(1)

...
 (1)
 xk
 x (1)
 k
...
 (1)
 xn
 x (1)
 n

0, daca _ xk  d k _ sau _ xk  M k ;
k  
1, daca _ d k  xk  M k
The quantum Mkmay be determined: by the
level of the prices; by the capacity of production; by
the availability of the resources of raw materials.
(Anastase I. 2011)For every finite product
1;2;...;k;...nwe may impose the following
restrictions:

x
j 1

( j)
k

 k d k ;

m

x
j 1

( j)
k

 k M k we obtain Yk=1.

(Bărbulescu C1995)For solving the problem with
the methods of linear programming, we introduce
the following restrictions:

Fig. 1.The acceptable minimal and
maximum values of the volume of the production
If the company produces a volume
x<d, then the productive costs will overcome the
income, the company will have losses.(Anastase.I
.et.al.Nicolaie .C.2011),(A.I,Bocanete .P 2011)The
same thing is happening when the company will
produce a volume x>M. So, we must include in the
problem additional restrictions: the company must
produce productsxk according to all the technologies
in a volume not smaller than dk and not bigger than
Mk; otherwise, the respective variable xk=0.
The additional restrictions may be
formulized, using the variable Bul:

m

( j)
k

 x1( 2)  ...  x1( j )  ...  x1( m )  d1
 x1( 2)  ...  x1( j )  ...  x1( m )  0
 x 2( 2)  ...  x 2( j )  ...  x 2( m )  d 2
 x 2( 2)  ...  x 2( j )  ...  x 2( m )  0
 x k( 2)  ...  x k( j )  ...  x k( m )  d k
 x k( 2)  ...  x k( j )  ...  x k( m )  0
 x n( 2)  ...  x n( j )  ...  x n( m )  d n
 x n( 2)  ...  x n( j )  ...  x n( m )  0

(Buletinul Statistic de Prețuri 2013)
Conclusions
Among the methods elaborated in the last years,
aiming to provide the manager with modalities, the
economic-mathematic methods must occupy an
important place because of their importance and
constructivism, through their efficiency as well as
the richness of the options that may be examined.

 k M k .

(Anastase I. 2013)If, for instance Yk=0, then the
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The application of the mathematical methods, of the
calculation technique in the managerial activities of
the entrepreneur contribute to the growing of the
productive potential of the enterprise; at a better
organization of the process of using the alive
working, materialized. It is necessary for the
managers of the enterprise to know well enough the
possibilities offered by the methods of the
mathematic programming.(Blanovschi A.&, Mironic
A 2005)The mathematical methods, being universal,
may be used, applied in the most diverse processes
and economic activities.
As new ordering, programare, methods are
discovered and introduced, the managers must
elaborate better and more effcient algorythms. The
struture of the activities of the enterprises in
Romania is getting more complicated daily, the
scientific methods are becoming indispensable for
the orientation in this type of combinatorial
difficulties.(Bohatereţ V.M 2002 ) In the countries
members of the EU, the use of optimization
methods is a normal thing, it has become a
necessity.The enterprises in Romania in this context
are obliged by the risk of bankruptcy, to improve
the
managerial
methods
through
the
implementation of the methods of mathematical
programare. In certain activities, very complex, it
may happen, that through a first display of the
problem, incompatible conditions may exist.
Noticing this sort of aspects becomes useful for the
manager. So, using mathematical methods allow
not only to improve the effciency of the enterprise,
but also may be the base of a concept, of certain
principles in managerial activities, of determining
the productive potential of the eneterprise.In many
activity programs of the enterprise, certain events
have a special significance, meaning that the further
progress of the following activities depends on their
result.(Bold I1984)Consequently, the manager
cannot establish for the enterprise an unique,
optimal, universal program. In this kind of
situation, the additional, empirical decisions of the
manager of the enterprise are required.
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new posibilities to enact (Cunliffe, 2002; Hosking
and McNamee, 2006). Cooperrider and Whitney
(2005) hightlight that social constructionism
creates potential for imagination. The focus is on
people generating meaning together to develop
organizational activities. These approaches asume a
relational, dialogical view of person and processes
(Hosking, 2011). Also, these resources work
through multiple dialogues, with different selfother relations, invite, and support many lines of
action (Hosking, 2011; Hosking and McNamee,
2006). Dialogical processes can be useful in
facilitating multiple voices in organization and can
help members to participate, focusing on the ‟how‟
of relating and on posibilities, and construcing
limits on other possibilities. ‟Their potential lies in
embracing a dialogical or participative view of
person-world making ‟(Hosking, 2011).

Social Constructionist Orientation
The social constructionist paradigm is principally
concerned with „explaining the processes by which
people come to describe, account the world
(including themselves) in which they live‟ (Gergen,
1985). Gergen (1994) proposes a new approach,
social constructionism that focuses on the processes
of understanding and addressing changes in the
postmodern society, in a wider sense, but
specifically on organizations. For example Berger
and Luckmann (1966) note that when we become
conscious of our identity as a „generalized other‟,
that we are „in subjective possession of a self and a
world‟ (p. 137). From this perspective, knowledge
itself is socially constructed and facts are social
products (Gergen, 1985). Social constructionism
focuses on the relations through which social actors
construct realities (Cojocaru, Bragaru and Ciuchi,
2012; Cojocaru, 2012). The process of
understanding is a result of an active, cooperative
enterprise of persons in relationships (Gergen,
2009; Gergen, McNamee and Barrett, 2001). This
epistemological perspective is interested in
dialogue and relations between members of
organizations in the process of producing meaning
in social interactions (Gergen, 1994). „We are
capable of making multiple and diverse maps of
realities‟ (Maas, Manschot and Roodink, 2001).
The multiple realities are constructed through
language. From social constructionist perspective,
language becomes a lens for understanding certain
aspects of organizational life (Deal and Kennedy,
1982; Ouchi and Wilkins, 1985), being a tool of
relating. The constructionist approach emphasizes
the ability to create realities through language,
stimulating a process of continuous creation
(McNamee, 2004); therefore, it is always fluid and
dynamic (Gergen and Gergen, 2012). In this sense
„knowledge is seen not as something that a person
has or doesn‟t have, but as something that people
do together‟ (Burr, 2003, p. 9).

Constructing Innovative Thinking
One example in which resources mentioned
previously are put together is appreciative inquiry,
a methodology under constructionist assumptions
regarding organization as living, human
constructions (Cooperider and Whitney, 2005).
Appreciative inquiry focuses on positive things in
organization, what work, developing a strong sense
of cooperation (Cooperrider and Whitney, 2005;
Somerville and Farner, 2012). Rooted in social
constructionism (Cummings and Worley, 2001;
Gergen, 1994; Murrell, 2001) appreciative inquiry
is useful in engaging participants in a collective
process of reframing and generating new ways of
acting in organizations (Cooperrider and Avital,
2004; Cooperrider
and Whitney, 2001).
Appreciative inquiry opens space to dialoguing,
developing multiple local-cultural realities (Van
der Haar and Hosking, 2004). Appreciative inquiry
invites a particular way of local anthologies to
(re)construct local knowledge and power relations
(Van der Haar and Hosking, 2004). This
perspective contributes to develop skills, and to
motivate a team to increase ownership,
accountability, and results (Hart, Conklin and
Allen, 2008). A meaningful value, co-creation, is
what guarantees today‟s organizations to move on,
opening the door to much-needed theorizing and
research (Lusch, 2007). Innovation is described as
„an idea, practice or an object that is perceived as
new by an individual or other unit of adoption‟ by
Rogers (cited in Steele and Murray, 2004, p. 316).
Appreciative inquiry can help generating
transformative learning. Transformative learning
refers to the processes by which members of
organization transform meaning perspectives,
mind-sets, and habits of mind (Mezirow and
Associates, 2000). This perspective can be viewed

Emerging new possibilities
Based on social constructionism perspective
organizations are seen as „a potentially fluid field
of meaning making” (Gergen, 2009, p. 321).
Giving
the
epistemological
nature
of
constructionism (Sandu, 2012; Bradu and Sandu,
2009), the postmodern paradigm allows emerging
innovative practices (Gergen and Gergen, 2012).
Dialogue, imagination, co-creation, discourse, and
meaning-making, are key resources gained through
social exchanges, relationships, and interactions
(Cooperrider and Whitney, 2000; Gergen and
Gergen, 2004). These resources can be useful in
organization intervention, contributing to discover
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as a refreshing one, being a way to construct
innovative thinking. Every pattern in this ongoing
social relational process develops and changes in
the direction of that on which the participants focus
their attention (Cooperrider, 1990). So, upon which
the members of organization create their inquiry
will largely „determine what the members of
organizations come to discover, know, and
contribute to the world of human organizing‟
(Ludema, Cooperrider and Barrett, 2001). Working
together members can understand better others‟
points of view, and can co-construct new
perspectives in order to develop innovative actions.
In this application of appreciative inquiry
(Cooperrider and Whitney, 2000) organization is a
result of collective interaction between individuals
and generated by their beliefs, and values. Embrace
a more inclusive approach, co-creating value by
taking into account the expressed needs and wishes
of people (Payne, Storbacka and Frow, 2008;
Prahalad, 2004) this relational approach
appreciative inquiry can be an intervention in
changing perspectives that hold down the
development of organizations (Cuyvers, 2010).
Focusing on the style of self as relationships
(Gergen, 2009) allows discovering solutions,
constructing actions in order to increase the level of
involvement, and commitment in the changing
process (Elliott, 1999; Whitney, 1998).
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